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PRESIDENT'S PERSPECTIVE
Plea for Tolerance
C ding wildlife its rightful domain
hen Europeans arrived in the New World, the continent teemed with wildlife. Elk and bison roam ed the
East and the West, wo lves and gri zzlies numbered in
the te ns of thousands, and passenger pigeons darkened the
kies. Today, elk and bison survive only in the West, wolves
and grizzlies can be coun ted on ly in the hundreds, and not one
passenger pi geon obscures a single ray of light. Human prejudice and power conspired to depl ete and to destroy a seemingly
inexha ustibl e community of life.
Under the term s of the federa l Endangered Species Act
(ESA), more than a thousand animal and plant spec ies are classif ied as threatened or endangered in the United States. Another four thousand species may be in sufficient peril to war rant
protection under the act. It is a biologica l crisis beyond compare- in fact, it is the worst human-caused biological crisis in
more than two mill ion yea rs of human history.
At a ti me when the threat to ou r biological heritage is so imminent and its consequences so permanent, one would expect a
bold respon se from our natio n's political leaders. Their response is bo ld indeed- but only in terms of its arrogance and
shortsightedness . Led by Rep. Don Young of Alaska (an inveterate trophy hunter and fur trapper), a calcul ated m ove in Congress tlu·eatens to destroy the ESA and thereby to remove the
mantl e of protection that saves so many spec ies from habitat
destruction. hunting. and myriad other threats. The ESA can
only be preserved if Americans stand up and make their voices
heard .
Ironi cally, at the very moment so many spec ies are being
threatened or eradicated, other species are making a modest
comeback. Once severely depleted, beave rs, black bears,
m ountain lions, and a number of other species are recolon izing
portions of their pre-European-coloni zation range.
Thi s modest comeback should be vigo rously celebrated. Instead, it is being manipulated to adva nce the political aims of the trophy hunting lobby.
Take the case of mountain lions in California. In a state whe re more than 32 million
people and perhaps f ive thousand mountain lions are attempting to coexist, the trophy hunt-
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ing lobby barges that there are too many lions and that the 1mman popu lation ·s sa~ ry is now being threatened. Trophy
hunters sugg st h y should now be deployed to sla ughter lions
to control th population.
AsH L \'i Pr sident Wayne Pace lle points out o n page
14. mountain lion popu lations do not need to be contro lled, and
ti ks to publi : f . posed by the animal s are greatly exaggerated . Th animals r gulate their own numbers; existing laws
that allow he ~Jiminatio n of indivi dual animal s are more than
suffi ien to r ason ly protect publi c safety and private prop-

em·.
'\on the! ~~- ihere ,,·ill be a referendum on the March 26
ballot in Calitornia to -an tion trophy hunting of mountain
lion . If appro' ed r.be r f rendum wo uld sanction trophy hunting of mountain lions in California for the first time in a quarter centurY.
It i ob,·ious hat Th H L S and any other humane-minded
organization \\'OUI urg a .. no" ,-ote on a referendum that w ill
do absolut ly nothing ro -ur public safety and that will satisfy the ,,-i h - on!~- of indiYidual- " ·ho glory in killing animals
for their head .
But there i a mor :ignifi am point. and it speaks to our
abili ty to co-exi-1 \\ith ''ildlif .
Humans and ''ildlif< oc u _· no - parate but overlapping
spheres. We do not j -t - animal~ in zoos or on television,
but rather we !i1·e " ·ith them . in the broade t sense of the w01:d.
Encounters ,,·ith ,,·ildlife ar in ,-ita 1 . Lsually, these encounters are we lcomed. a he millio - o Ame ricans who
watch or feed birds. hike. camp. or engag in other outdoor activities can attest. Sometime human-wildlif< encounters are
unintended, inconvenient. or. in ,. ry rar
-es. dange ro us.
B ut our respon se shoul d not be to rea h tor a gun or a trap or
to sanction the random slaughte r of animals
who are not harming anyone. Our responsibility as humane tewards i- to re ognize that animals ha\'e a pla no only in our hearts, but
also in the h an land of our ounrry.
It is time to impos a
- -fire on o ur war
against Ameri a ·- ,,iJdlif and to cede it its
rightful domain.
•

Paul G. lrvvin, President
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HORSES DESTINED for
slaughter have found alli es in
Sen. Mitch McConnell of Kentucky (right) and Rep. Bill
Goodling of Pennsylvani a,
who recently introduced the
Safe Commercial Transportation of Horses for Slaughter
Act. The HSUS worked with
the horse industry and the bi ll's
sponsors to craft strong protective legislation that will greatly
ease the inhumane treatment
of slaughter-bound horse s (see
the Fall1994 HS US Ne11·s) .
More than a hundred thousand horses are sent to slaughter annually in the
nited
States and Canada, according
REGISTER NOW

I

t's not too late to register
for Animal Care Expo
'96, February 13-1 . at the
Riviera Hotel and Casino in
Las Vegas, Nevada. Sponsored by The HSUS. Ani mal Care Expo attracts the
world 's largest gathering of
professionals and volunteers engaged in anin1al rescue, sheltering, care, and
control. With more than a
hundred exhibits and twenty workshops, the show
helps participants in their
quest to do their jobs as humanely and efficiently as
possible.
The registration fee for
Expo is $20 per person if
postmarked by January 15,
1996; after January 15, it is
$35 per person. The fee admits participants to the exhibit hall, all educational
workshops, food events,
and social events.
For more information
on registering for this special event, call 1-800-248EXPO.
0

2

to U.S . Department of Agriculture figures. Horses in transit on the long crosscountry trips
to
slaughter
plants
usually receive
no food or water
and little, if any,
rest. Horses are
often driven to
slaughter in overcrowded
doubledecker trucks designed
to transport cattle and pigs; because of the cramped dimensions of these vehicles, horses
cannot hold their heads in a
nonnal position. The introduced legislation will address
these and many other problems.
Senator McCom1ell chairs
the Senate Agriculture Committee 's subcommittee that
will handle the legislation, and
The HSUS is hopeful that the
bi II will be voted on and
quickly passed when Congress
reconvenes in January.

IN THE SUMMER 1995
HSUS News, we reported on
an HSUS investigation that in
March led to the rescue of
thirty-six horses in New York
State who were bound for
slaughter in Canada. We're
happy to report that all thirtysix have been placed in loving
homes.
The disposition of the
charges against the transport
vehicle driver, who was arrested and charged with 171
counts of violating horse-transport and anticruelty statutes,
has not been so satisfactory.
The defendant pleaded guilty
to 20 counts of transport violations; he was placed on a oneyear conditional discharge and
fined $1,000. The rest of the
charges, including all the cruelty charges, were dismi ssed.

There is now legislation before Congress that will help
thousands of other horses who travel the
road to slaughter.
We co ntinue to
work to publicize their plight,
as well as reduce
the European demand for horse
meat. which causes so muc h suffering
to horses in thi s country.

A FIVE-YEAR-LONG effort to imprm·e the Jives of
Asian elephants in the Milwaukee County Zoo has come
to a joyous conclusion for
"Annie·· and ··Tammie" (see
the Spring 1992. Winter 1993,
Summer I 993. and Winter
1994 i sue of the HSUS
Ne>rs) . In October Anni e and
Tamm ie \\·ere transfe rred to
the Performing Animal Welfare Society (PA.\\.S) sanctuary in Galt. Califom ia, where
they will spend their remaining days in a retirement home
fit for a king- an elephant
king, that is.

As supporters
and the medi a
looked on, Tammie
and Annie stepped
into their state-ofthe-art facility, built
with donations received from The
HSUS, PAWS, and
numerous
other
supporters. They
seemed so thrilled
with their new
home, and with
their ability to stroll
through it at will,
that they overlooked the custom-designed
swimming pool
awmtmg
them . Only after baking in the
sun, throwing dirt on each other, and enjoying a buffet meal,
did Tammie notice the pool
across the yard. She slowly approached it, with Annie following close behind.
Friends of the elephants, including PAWS 's Pat Derby and
Ed Stewart, The HS US's Mike
Winikoff, and the Wisconsin
Animal Protection Society's
Kay Mannes. watched the two
el ephants test the pool's ramp

Tammie and .-J. nnie enjo1· 1heir ne11· home at PAWS, where they
are a!lo H·ed To chao e \\·hen and 11·here to eat, sleep, swim, and
piaL 1rilfww being chained or phnically disciplin ed.
HSUS NEWS • Winter 1996

SUBSCRIBERS TO THE
on-line service Prodigy can
now join in monthly discussions of animal-protection issues with HSUS experts in
Prodigy's Pet Chat section.
Topics range from the international wildlife trade to dogbite prevention. Look for The
HSUS on the chat calendar;
the Pet Chat auditmium runs
every Tuesday evening from
10:00 p.m. to 11 :00 p.m. eastem time.

Bob Kee han. reb·ision ·s Caprain Kangaroo. recorded HSUS
publi --ef\i c radio announcements rhar aired duri ng the
week. and artist Tom Wi lson
created a
e ial ':--.TAAW
"Ziggy" anoon that appeared
in t\\'0 housand n ,,. papers
natiom,·ide on eprember 16.
Thi ~ -ear ·s el~bra t i on fea-

ESA: SPECIES PROFILE

11

IMAGINE" a world in
which every dog and cat has a
Children and hens get ac- loving home and there are no
quainted during National Farm unwanted litters . . .. That's the
idea behind Worl-'ing Class
Animals Awareness l#:ek.
Hero, a new Hollywood
and eagerly dive in. Elephants Records CD release of classic
in the wild often swim togeth- songs by John Lennon, proer, so Annie and Tammie's duced by Lindy Goetz and
performed by current
aquatic adventure was proof
that captive eleartists, including Mary
phants, giv- ~;;;;r::.;;;~::-. :::..~.",,,"p,",,~,•.,.,,".o Chapin Carpenter and
en the right
NG CLA.SS \-:l£R
the Red Hot Chrll Pepopportun ity ~oRl<l·
pers. A portion ofroyand the freealties and profits will
dom to make
be used to support
choices , will
spay/neuter
proexhibit behavgrams nationwide
ior that approxthrough a dedicated
imates that of
fund administered by The
their w ild relatives.
HSUS and conceived of by
Those who care about cap- Mr. Goetz's wife, Cristin.
tive elephants must continue
to stress two crucial points: in FARM ANIMALS were the
order to meet elephants' phys- stars during the third mmual
ical and psychological needs, National
Farm
Animal s
their caretakers must allow Awareness Week (NFAAW),
them to make choices. Pro- September 17- 23. The week
gressive elephant managers was kicked off by a national
see positive changes- both for radio tour featuring Michael
the elephants and for them- W Fox, D.Sc., Ph.D. , B.Vet.
selves- resulting from free- Med., M.R.C.VS., HSUS vice
dom of choice, including the president, Bioethics and Farm
reduction of "rebellious" and Animal Protection, and the
often dangerous behavior. release of new NFAAW mateHSUS constituents can take rials, which include fa cts
credit for this happy ending: about farm animals, activiti es
your efforts on behalf of these that promote appreciati on for
elephants were irreplaceable!
farm animals, and a poster.
HSUS NEWS • Winter 1996

tured a contest with prizes
ranging from $50 for the most
interesting facts about farm
animals to $1 ,000 for the most
innovative new event canied
out to celebrate the week. Our
thanks to local humane societies, animal shelters, educators, and activists who made
the week a success.
•

AT RISK: BLACK RHINOCEROS
THREATS: _-\ the rum of the
century. the \ o main threats
to the bla - rhinoc-

1979 only 65 ,000 black rhinos
remained. Today only 2,300
survive; most of
these are in South
Africa, Zimbabwe, Namibia,
and Kenya.
ESA

the encroa bing
settlemen . By the
1960s the increasing
demand for rhino hom m
markers in Asia. ' here the
horn is used ro make traditional medi in
led to massive poa hing and steep decline in rhino numbers. All
five rhino
ie are threatened by the rrade; only
10.000 rhino remain.

l

POPULATION: The black
rhino has declined faster than
an other large land mammal
in re em time . Black rhinos
were once abundant throughout sub- aharan Afri ca, but
b 1900 they had been exterminated from much of westem and southern Africa. By

STATUS:

En dangered .
Despite rhinos'
precarious situation,
proposed changes to
the ESA would make it possible for black rhinos to be
killed and imported by
American trophy hunters.
Rhinos are protected by the
Convention on International
Trade in Endangered Species
of Wild Fauna and Flora
(CITES), which forbids the
international commercial
trade in rhino horn. However, many nations do not adequately implement nor enforce CITES, and the rhino
horn trade continues to flourish. A strong ESA remains of
critical importance to ensure
the protection and survival of
these animals.
0

Many animals depend on the Endangered Species Act (ESA)
for their survival. Here we focus on a species whose fate is
linked with that ofthe ESA itself

3

BEST-SELLERS
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"Your Luxury-Our Loss"
Decal
Red and black decal, approximately 31." x 5".
PM2135
50¢

The latest HSUS publications catalog is here.
\Ve've filled it with lots of exciting new items,
some of which are fast becoming best-sellers! And
you can still find tried-and-true favorites. If you
haven't seen the catalog lately, you'll be surprised
at the variety of products it offers. Here is a sample of what's inside. Send in the coupon below
for your free copy-aJlow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

Cat Care Facts
A 35-page book covering
such basics as introducing
a cat into your hom e,
health care, and nutrition.
PM2137
1-5/ $2.00 each
6-50/ $1.25 each
51 or more/ 50¢ each

FARM ANIMALS
JNTENSIVE
CONFINEMENT
J AND

Farm Animals and Intensive Confinement
Brochure
An overview of intensivefarming methods.
PM2147
25 ¢

The Case against Marine
Mammals in Captivity
An argument against the
practice of holding marine
mammals in captivity, focusing on the practices of
zoos and aquaria.
GR3197
$3.00

''Animals ... It's Their
World Too®" Reusable
Shopping Bag
Sturdy, colorful canvas bag
big enough for groceries.
PM2109
$16.95
3/ $14.95 each

Facts about Cat Fables
lllustrated brochure dispelling common myths
about cats.
PM2138
50¢
50 or more/ 30¢ each

0 Please send me a free copy of the HSUS 1995-96 publications catalog.
QL'ru'\T!TY

Protect Your Pets from
Winter's Woes Flier
Winter pet-care information.
PM2071
100/ $3.50
Egg Action Packet
A guide to promoting the
sale of eggs from uncaged
hens, a reproducible message on laying hens , a t1ier,
two action alerts, and an
HSUS News article reprint.
PM2132
$1.50
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UP FRONT

Dolphins such as these cavorting in the wild could be at risk as the result of a proposed
new definition under US law of"dolphin-safe" tuna.

MARINE MAMMALS

become a signatory to the latest round of
resolutions of the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade (GATT) (see the Fall
1995 HSUS News) , a set of intemational
trade agreements under which the tuna
embargo has already been successfully
challenged. Compounding this, a Republican Congress is in place, eager to ease
trade relations with Mexico and not unwilling to rewrite existing law to do so.
In September representatives from
Mexico and five environmental groupsthe Center for Marine Conservation, the
Environmenta l Defense Fund, Greenpeace, the National Wildlife Federation,
and the World Wildlife Fund- met in
secret to hash out the issues. What
emerged- now known as the Panama Declaration- was a bl atant bail-out of Mexican economic interests at the expense of
dolphins. The agreement, while it asks
nothing of Mexico, would end the U.S.
ban on dolphin-deadly tuna and rewrite
the definition of "dolphin safe." Relentlessly chasing dolphins to exhaustion and
trapping them in purse-seine nets would
qualify as dolphin-safe practices; the only
thing not allowed would be "observed

Selling Dolphins Down the River
New bills could sink important safeguards
n the last decade, Americans made it
so abundantly clear that they did not
want dolphins slaughtered by the
thousands in tuna nets that the U.S. Congress finally passed laws that gave dolphins the strong protection they needed.
Now dolphins may lose all the protection
they gained, victims once again of greed
and politics. The Clinton administration,
as well as Republican members of Congress, view the protective laws as impediments to improved trade relations with
Mexico, and they are so eager to accede to
Mexico's trade demands that they are willing to return to the days of dolphin slaughter rather than insist Mex ico conform to
dolphin-safe fishing practices. Legislation
was introduced in Congress in November
that would rewrite current law, jettison
major protection for dolphins, and render
meaningless the "dolphin-safe" labels that

I
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consumers look for and trust. It's a betrayal of dolphins and consumers alike.
The Dolphin Protection Consumer Information Act of 1990 created and enforced the use of the "dolphin-safe" label
(used by companies pledging that their tuna is caught by methods that are not dolphin deadly), and the International Dolphin Conservation Act of 1992 banned the
sale in the United States of dolphin-deadly tuna. The 1988 amendments to the Marine Mammal Protection Act banned imports of all tuna- both dolphin safe and
dolphin deadly- from countries with a total dolphin kill that exceeds that of the
United States, currently at zero. Many
countries, including Mexico, have grumbled that thi s embargo violates intemational trade agreements, but a Democratic
Congress stood behind the law. Now the
scene has shifted. The United States has

Dolphins drmm in a purs.:-::_: .e
trapping dolphins in such r.e·- ~o:..::J _
ijj; as a "dolphin -sa_ e ··prac.:u.

~
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mortality"-dead dolphins in a net that
has been drawn closed. Such a change ignores the many dolphins who die during
the chase, as well as those who die from
shock and trauma after release from the
net. It also ignores evidence that dolphins '
reproductive function s and general health
may be seriously impaired by the physical
trauma of being chased and encircled. In
short, "dolphin-safe" would no longer
mean anything of the kind. Nevertheless,
the Panama Declaration has received the
support of the Clinton admini stration, and
is the basis ofS.l420, a bill introduced in
Congress in November by Sen. Ted
Stevens of Al aska.
The HS US has opposed GATT because we feared that U. S. environmental
laws would be weakened or repealed if
they were perceived as unfair barriers to
trade; time has proven that our fears were
more than justified. However, there is a

compromise that would satisfy trade interests and still keep dolphins safe: allowing
the import of tuna from individual vessels
that fish using dolphin-safe methods, regardless of their nationality. Thi s solution
to the trade dilemma protects dolphins,
promotes dolphin conservation , and offers
a clear market incentive to all vessels to
use dolphin-safe fishing methods.
Legislation that offers thi s compromise, S. 1460, was introduced in December by Sen. Joseph R. Biden Jr. of
Delaware and Sen. Barbara Boxer of California. The HSUS strongly supports S.
1460, a bill that proves that it is not necessary to abandon dolphins to satisfy trade
demands.
HSUS members can help us keep dolphins safe. Please write to the Honorable
Leon Panetta, Chief of Staff to the President, 1600 Pennsylvania Ave. , NW, Washington, DC 20500. Urge him to do every-

thing in his power to make it the Clinton
administration 's policy to retain current
dolphin-protection laws. Letters are also
needed to the Honorable Warren Christopher, Secretary · of State, Department of
State, 2201 C St., NW, Washington, DC
20520, urging him to renegotiate the
Panama Declaration and retain cmrent
dolphin-protection laws. Finally, if you
are a member of any of the environmental
groups named earlier, please write and
ask them to explain their rationale in selling out dolphins and U.S. law. Ask them
how they can believe that the definition of
"dolphin-safe" can include the chasing
and encirclement of dolphins.
U.S. dolphin-protection laws will undoubtedly continue to be attacked by
those primarily motivated by trade concerns. The HSUS will continue to urge
Congress to work for a truly dolphin-safe
compromise to such concerns.
0

volves

more than

the

three Rs. They must learn
to care for one another,
the Earth, and animals.
Each month of the school
year, KIND News helps instill respect and compassion. You can give a class
KIND News by adopting a

teacher for only $20 a
year.

For

information,

write to the HSUS AdoptA-Teacher Program, PO
Box 362, East Haddam,
CT 06423-0362.
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Mink ranches have benefited from years ofgenerous subsidy by US. taxpayers. Inset:
Mink are solitary, semiaquatic mammals unsuited to life on fu r farms.

LEGISLATION

The Mink Subsidy: At an End?
Senate action dooms taxpayer giveaway
n September the U.S. Senate approved
an amendment to the annual Agriculture Appropriations Bill (H.R. 1976)
to kill a multimillion-dollar subsidy to the
mink industry, all but assuring termination of the subsidy. The House had earlier
approved an almost identical amendment
(see the Fall 1995 HSUS News). The
HSUS Jed the fight for the amendments in
both chambers of Congress.
The HSUS targeted the subsidy as an
outrageous expenditure of scarce tax dollars. At a time when Congress is wrestling
with a multibillion-dollar deficit, slashing
funding for significant environmental
protection programs and social programs,
the continuation of the mink subsidy was
difficult to justify.
For The HSUS the subsidy was more
than an issue of government waste: it was
an issue of animal cruelty. Mink are soli-

I
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tary, semiaquatic mammals not suited to a
life in small, wire cages on fur farms.
Maintaining mink in captivity causes
them severe stress, driving them to obsessive-compul sive, stereotypic behaviors,
such as endlessly swaying their heads
back and forth. Ultimately, they are killed
by means that are palpably inhumane.
Documented methods of killing the animals include manual neck breaking,
gassing, electrocution, and poi soning with
pesticides.
The taxpayer giveaway to this industry
has been going on for years. Since 1989
the federal government has provided more
than $ 13 million to the Mink Export Development Council (an ad hoc entity created to distribute the monies) for fa shion
shows, print advertising, and other overseas promotions of mink coats in order to
boost U.S. expoti s of pelts. The subsidy

provided the mink indu stry with fre e ad verti sin g in market s
worldwide. Internation al markets account for 95 percent
of all sales ofU.S. -produced pelts-and those
markets a re v ita l to the
health of the industry.
The HSUS first pushed the issue in
the U.S. House and won a stunning victory when the House approved the amendment, authored by Reps. Peter Deutsch of
Florida and Christopher Shays of Connecticut, by a count of 232 to 160. After
the House vote, the Senate Agriculture
Appropriations Committee restored the
mink subsidy. In response, Sen. John
Kerry of Massachusetts advanced an
amendment, co-sponsored by Sens.
Robert Smith of New Hampshire, Joseph
Lieberman of Connecticut, and Richard
Bryan of Nevada. Senator Smith spoke
eloquently on behalf of the Kerry amendment, urging the Senate to override the
Agriculture Appropriations Committee:
"Where mink coats were once seen as a
status symbol, now they are a symbol of
cruelty. And .. . because we know they are
being subsidized so heavily by the taxpayers, they are a symbol of govermnent
waste. People are not interested in either
one." A motion to table the Kerry amendment, offered by Sen. Thad Cochran of
Mississippi, was soundly defeated . The
Kerry amendment was then approved by
voice vote.
This was just the latest blow to th
mink industry. U.S. Department of Agri culture reports reveal that the number of
mink farms in the United States ha\· declined from 940 in 1989 to 457 in 199..!. ··
don 't want to be a pessin1i st. bur ... I
think the mink industry is pretty
dead in the United State :· lam>-:ee _

Journal Sentinel in April 199 ~ . ,r:-'.IT reported in its September - ~ . : oc_:- . -"Unless some way is foun
subsidy .. . sources beli \.
trade will continue forei
its own, but on a su sw.r;
:
scal e."- Wm·ne Pacelle. L - :Government Affairs and ..! .::."~

~
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COMPANION ANIMALS

Approaching the Finish Line?
Racings decline is good news for greyhounds
lthough much progress has been
made in the past few years, work
for the humane treatment of animals is, in many cases. met with enormous opposition. Indusuies in the business of abusing animals are rooted deeply
in modem society. but \·ery so often, a
light appears at the end of the runnel for
the animal victims of an a usiYe industry.
That light is no,,· shining on the thousands
of animals exploited by the greyhound
racing industry every year.
The popul arity of greyhound racing
has declined signi ficantly of late. Annual
figures published in the Greyhound Review, the indusrry ·s main publication, indicate that attendan e at dog tracks decreased 27 percent and rewnue accruing
to state governments from gambling on
greyhound racing dropped _- percent between 1990 and 1994.
Although fi fty-four ra e tra k ex ist in
the eighteen states in whi b rac ing is Je-

A

gal, eight tracks have closed in the past
five years. At this rate, if no ne,,· tracks
are opened, all U.S. track ''ill be closed
by the year 2030. Ideally. The HS S
would like all racing in the Cnir d tares
banned as soon as possible and all greyhound tracks shut down ,,·orlchYi ( igbteen countries, including the Cnited
States, allow greyhound racing ).
Not just attendance i down at the
greyhound tracks. The public· in reased
interest in other forms of garnblmg has
Jed to a decline in greyhound berting re\·enues as well. The U.S. gaming industry.
which consists of horse and dog ra ing.
lotteries, casinos, Indian gaming. and other forms of gambling, wa a : 9 billjon
industry in 1994. Greyhound ra ing reYenue represented only 1. p r nr of that
market. Whereas the gross \\ag ring handle in riverboat casinos rose I,.= __ percent
in 1994 from the previous year. th greyhound racing gross wagering handl d -

Victim of an abusive industly, a retired racing greyhound is used for research. _\1am·
former racers are destroyed or sold for laboratory use.
8

Indusny figures indicate that attendance
at dog tracks decreased 27 percent between 1990 and 1994.
creased by 9 percent.
Since the inception of greyhound racing in the United States nearly eight
decades ago, millions of dogs have died
for profit and entertainment. Until quite
recently the industry has been virtually
unchallenged, able to conduct its grisly
business without interference. In the past
two years however, state laws have eliminated greyhound racing in Vermont, Virginia, and Maine. Efforts are currently under way to ban racing in Massachusetts,
\llichigan, and New Hampshire.
The momentum to rid our states of
greyhound racing is growing. If you live
in a state where greyhound racing is still
legal, contact your state legislators and
ask for legislation that prohibits racing.
Call or write The HSUS to acquire a model ordinance to ban greyhound racing in
your state and for examples of statutes already in place. The HSUS continues to
lobb_ lawmakers, educate the public, and
inwstigate and document abuses that run
rampant in the industry, but we need your
help to put the final nail in the coffin.
- Leslie lsom, associate, Companion Animal Care. Information for this article was
pro1·ided by the Greyhound Protection
League. a greyhound-advocacy gmup in
Palo .tilTO. California.
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ENVIRONMENT

At the Heart of Development
Can spiritual values shape decision-making?
n October 2 and 3, 1995, a standing-room-only crowd of 350 delegates from more than 20 countries packed the H Audit01ium of the
World Bank in Washington, D.C. They
were there to pat1icipate in a conference,
" Ethics and Spiritual Values and the Promotion of Enviromnentally Sustainable
Development," cosponsored by the Center
for Respect of Life and Environment
(CRLE) and the World Barile This marked
the first time the World Bank has sponsored a conference addressing values in
development. Participants referred to the
event as a landmark occasion in the history of the bank, and described the conference as a wonderful opportunity to engage their hearts as well as their intellects
in the development debate. James D.

Wolfensohn, World Bank president, identified "melding economic assistance with
spiritual, ethical , and moral considerations as a key challenge confronting the
World Bank and the development community."
The main objectives of the conference
were to examine the role of values and beliefs of those responsible for designing
and funding development proj ects and to
identify those beliefs that contribute to
sound and sustainable improvements in
the quality of life and the enviromnent.
The debate centered around a shift in
the development paradigm . Ismail Serageldin, vice president for environmentally sustainable development at the World
Bank, described the World Bank's approach as one of "seeking sustainability

HSVS ChiefExecutive John A. Hoy t (right) and the World Bank's Ismail Serageldin enjoy a meeting of the minds during the conference. Termed a landmark occasion in the
history of the bank, the October event was cosponsored by The HSVS's CRLE.
10

through economic, enviromnental, and
social actions." Mr. Serageldin said that,
since the 1992 Earth Summit, in Rio de
Janeiro, the World Bank has firmly committed itself to the principle of "do no
harm" in its projects. He noted that the
bank's targeted enviromnental assistance
now total s $10 billion for 137 projects in
62 countries, and that the bank will commit $200 billion for environmentally
friendly investments during the next ten to
fifteen years.
The hopes raised by the Earth Summit,
the shortcomings of the summit's agreements, and the road ahead were discussed
by Maurice Strong, chairman of the Earth
Council and the secretary-general of both
the Earth Summit and the 1972 Stockholm conference "that launched the environmental movement," to use Mr. Serageldin's phrase. 'There has been a recession in the political will for change," Mr.
Strong said. Nonetheless, "the transition
to envi ronmentally sustainable development is not a soft option, but an abso lute
imperative."
In an address, John A. Hoyt, chief executive of The HSUS and president of
CRLE, posed the central question of the
World Bank conference: "In what manner
and to what degree can ethical and spiritual values shape environmentally sustainable development?" Noting that spiritual
values often seem to be eclipsed by a
"world focused on materialism and empiricism," he reminded his audience that
the "ordering of the universe, ever since
human beings gained cognitive functioning, has held at its center an ethical and
spi1itual dimension."
An opening plenary session was followed by an exploration of ethics and
spiritual values in agriculture, urban development, and business. Speakers agreed
that businesses must begin to see themselves in an ethical context, one that contributes not only to sustainable development, but also to character formation and
spiritual awakening.
The conference concluded that the major failings of externally driven development efforts are that they do not take into
account traditional knowledge; they ignore local decision-making structures;
and they are not in tune with the beli efs
HSUS NEWS • Winter 1996

and values of local people and the limits
of local ecologies. True development
takes place only when it engages the
hearts and minds of the local community
and advances the community's economic,
social, and environmental well-being. It is
the quality of life that is important, not the
standard of living.
A number of discussions generated a
consensus that the values of the institutions that promote development must be
made explicit, and that development
should respect the rights of the people and
all other forms of life whom it affects.
Humanity is embedded in a living, symbiotic environment that must be maintained
and enhanced. Development efforts that
promote sameness in urban or agricultural
practices destroy the diversity that gives
life its beauty. Learning to lead simpler
lives, honor the natural world, and nurture
the evolution of consciousness is the challenge we all face.

Thomas Berry, Ph.D., CRLE board
member and recipient of the 1992 HSUS
James Herriot Award, reminded participants that the fundamental ethical problem in development work lies in the fact
that we do not recognize our connection
to, and dependence on, the wider community of life. We have built economic, legal,
religious, and educational systems based
on an exploitation of nature. To promote
environmentally sustainable development,
we must shift our perspective to recognize
that existence is a communion of subjects,
not a collection of objects. We must produce and consume in ways that revitalize
the soil, preserve biodiversity, treat animals well, enhance local self-reliance, and
create genuine options for the poor; the
conference highlighted examples of development that accomplished these ends.
Mr. Hoyt told conferees the story of an
old man who, walking along a beach one
day, notices a youth picking up starfish

and flinging them into the sea. The old
man asks, "Why are you doing this?" The
young man responds, "If left on the beach
'til the noonday sun, they will die." "But,"
protests the old man, "the beach goes on
for miles and there are millions of
starfish. How can your effort make a difference?" Looking at the starfish in his
hand, the young man replies, "It makes a
very real difference to this one."
"It matters," Mr. Hoyt suggested, "that
we care, that we are concerned enough
about the inequity, the injustice, the exploitation, and the degradation so prevalent about us that we resolve to become
involved, to make a difference . If we do,
and hundreds or thousands or millions of
others do likewise, we can change the
course of history for the benefit not only
of humankind, but also of all other living
creatures and for the Earth itself."
-Richard M Clugston, Ph.D. , executive
director, CRLE

WORLD ANIMAL AWARENESS WEEI<
JUNE 18-24, 1996
Plan to attend World Animal Awareness Week in Washington, D.C. , in June.
Six major events- a press conference, a world congress, an expo, a celebrity
gala, a day for national lobbying, and, as the centerpiece event, a march on
Washington- will draw what promises to be the largest and most potent gathering in the history of the animal-protection movement. The HSUS is an international sponsor of this unprecedented week of education, celebration,
and advocacy. Look for details in the Spring HSUS News in early April, or
contact the National Alliance for Animals, at (703) 810-1085.
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From left to right: Regional Director Dave Pauli models the latest

THE PERSECUTIO

FEAR AND
LOATHING
OF THE
MOUNTAIN LION
THREATEN
THE SPECIES'
TOEHOLD IN
THE AMERICAN
WEST.

OF THE LEON
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costly committees or
commissions, without any
congressional hearings,
without any threatened or
endangered status," states
Maurice Homocker, Ph.D.,
the recognized dean of
mountain lion biologists
and founder of the Idahobased Homocker Institute, which fields teams
of researchers to study
the cats.
In spite of the diligent
work of Dr. Hornocker's
scientists, much is still
unknown about the size
and health of lion populations. With the exception of New Mexico, no state has allocated significant resources to study the species. Consequently,
population estimates from state fish and
game agencies amount to little more than
mildly educated guesses. Cali forn ia provides an estimate of 5,000; Oregon, 2,5 00;
and Washington, 1,500.
Elusive and secretive, mountain lions
are difficult to study. "It 's misleading to
talk of one cougar population in California," says Rick Hopkins, Ph.D. , who has
studied lions in the Diabl o Mountains
south of San Jose for more than a decade.
"There are several separate cougar populations scattered throughout the state. Some
may be increasing, some are stable ... and
some are likely [to be] in trouble. It 's possible to census a population in a small area,
but only through long and expensive effort," he notes.

THE KILLING SEASON
IN SPITE OF POSSESSING ONLY RUDIMENTARY

knowledge of lion subpopulations, states
sanction widespread killing of the animals,
albeit through programs more tightly controlled than those of the previous era. Government hunters annually kill hundreds of
the animals, principally to protect livestock
on private and public lands. According to
the 1991 National Agricultural Stati stics
Service, lions killed 3.4 percent of sheep
and lambs taken by predators in 1990.
Mountain lion killing by government
agents is exceeded only by that of trophy
hunters. In the West trophy hunters kill
more than 2,000 lions during hunting seasons running from November through
March. Montana with 454, Idaho with 450,
and Colorado with 316 lead in the annual
body counts of legal kills. Some specul ate
that the illegal kills by trophy hunters equal
or exceed the legal, reported kills.
Today 's lion hunters are armed not just
\\ith bows or firearms, but also with packs
16

of dogs and sophisticated
radio tel emetry equipment. To track a mountain lion, a trophy hunter
releases a pack of dogs
fitted with collars that
carry radio transmitters.
The hunter monitors the
chase on a handheld directional antenna. When
the dogs eventually tree a
lion, the hunter picks up
a stationary signal on his
antenna, walks to the
site, and shoots the treed
animal.
Mountain lions sometimes fight the dogs, resulting in bloody battles. More commonly,
the dogs may come across and tear apart lion cubs. "The current sport hunting season
in many states begins in the fall , and it is
probable that in some areas, cub mortality
from maulings and orphaning is as significant as adult harvest," concluded researchers at Utah State University. Hounding is also allowed during a preseason
"pursuit" period, when houndsmen are allowed to release their dogs and harass and
pursue, but supposedly not kill, the lions.
These chases separate cubs from their
mothers and stress adult lions. Pursuit seasons provide houndsmen with the opportunity to poach mountain lions.
Much mountain lion hunting amounts to
little more than commercial hunting. Hunting guides and outfitters make thousands of
dollars by guiding hunts, charging up to
$3 ,000 for a guaranteed kill of a "trophy
tom." Some of these hunting guides offer a
"will-call" hunt, where the hunting guide
trees the animal and then radios to the client
that the animal has been treed. The client
drives to the hunting site, often taking hours
and sometimes a full day, and then shoots
the treed lion.
Another form of lion hunting is the
canned hunt. In August 1995 a jury found
four professional hunting guides of Red
Creek Outfitters in Paragonah, Utah, guilty
of charges that they illegally roped a wild
lion and dragged it, using a choking rope,
to an area where an out-of-state client
could shoot it. Biologist Harley Shaw,
Ph.D., author of Soul among Lions, says it's
a well-known practice: " Prior to the advent
of the tranquilizer gun, hunters often roped
the cats in the tree and stretched and tied
them. The lions are held at a remote location until a client is on hand, then, by prearrangement with helpers, released at a
given time and placed just moments ahead
of guide, client, and dogs." Dr. Shaw adds,
"The client goes home with his trophy, be-

lieving he has seen lion hunting at its best.
In truth, he might as well have shot hi s
neighbor's house cat."

HUNTING AS MAl~AGEMENT
OF THE TWELVE STATES WITH MOUNTAIN

lions, only California bans trophy hunting,
imposing a hunting moratorium in 197 I.
The state consistently renewed the policy
untill 986, when Gov. George Deukmej ian
vetoed a bill to extend it. The Fish and
Game Commission then authorized a hunt,
which was thwa11ed only by successive
lawsuits in 1987 and 1988 by the Mountain
Lion Foundation and other animal-protection organizations.
The lavvsuits provided only a temporary
repneve . Ca lifornia activists strongly
backed by The HSUS launched an initiative petition to bar trophy hunting; they
amassed more than 700,000 signatures to
qua lify the measure for the June 1990 ballot. Voters approved Proposition I I 7- the
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Califomia Wildlife Protection Act of
1990- by a margin of 5 percent.
To build on the success of the Califomia
initiative, Oregon activists with The HSUS
launched an effmi to ban the hound hunting of cougars and black bears and the baiting of black bears. Voters approved Measure 18 decisively in November 1994, despite a $700,000 opposition medi a campaign waged by the National Rifle Association , Safari Club International, and the
Wildlife Legislative Fund of America .
Not surprisingly, the trophy hunting
lobby, bristling from its successive losses,
has struck back. In a blatant mi sinformation campaign designed to invoke fear and
loathing of mountain lions, the trophy
hunting groups are assaulting the hunting
restrictions imposed in California and Oregon. In fact, in Oregon the opponents of
the ballot initiative actually fabricated lion
sightings and incidents to incite fear.
Before Oregon's Measure 18 had been
HSUS NEWS • Winter 1996

implemented, some state legislators announced their intent to overturn it. They introduced eleven bills to damage, delay, or
repeal the measure. The legislature ultimately rejected these attacks. Subsequently, however, the trophy hunting lobby has
proposed an initiative petition that would
not only repeal Measure 18, but also seek
to give the Oregon Fish and Wildlife Commission exclusive authority to set all hunting policies in the state (see sidebar).
In California the trophy hunters have
succeeded in challenging the voter-approved lion-protection law in the wake of
two tragic lion attacks on peopl e. In 1994 a
lion killed a person jogging in a state recreation area near Auburn, and another lion
killed someone birdwatching in a state
park near San Diego. Subsequently, the
state legislature approved a bill to place on
the March 1996 ballot a measure that
would repeal Proposition 117. Gov. Pete
Wilson signed the bill in October, so voters

will be forced to address the trophy hunting issue once again. Though it purp011s
simply to allow management of mountain
lions, the move to undo Proposition 117 is
a naked attempt to reinstate trophy hunting.
Proposition 11 7 already provides the Department of Fish and Game with di scretion
to kill any lion who "is perceived to be an
imminent threat to public health or safety."
The Califomia lion attacks were as rare
as they were tragic. Since the turn of the
century, there have been only 9 attacks on
people in a state now crammed with 32 million hun1an residents. In North America.
according to mountain lion researcher Paul
Beier, Ph.D. , there have been only 13 fa tal
attacks and 55 nonfatal attacks since 1900.
Dr. Hopkins estimates the chances of an
attack at I in 25 million . "Spon hunting.' '
asserts Dr. Beier, "does not reduce the ri sk
of cougar attacks on humans :· He cites Vancouver Island, Btitish Columbi a. as an example: half of all fata l and nonfatal moun17

tain lion attacks in North America have occurred there, yet its lion population is one of
the most heavily hunted and exploited on
the continent. Recent attacks have also occurred in Montana and Colorado, two states
that are big on lion hunting.
Ken Logan and Linda Sweanor, who in
1994 completed a ten-year study of an unhunted mountain lion popul ation in the
White Sands Missile Range of New Mexico, concur with Dr. Beier. "The increased
incidence of lion-human encounters," they
note, "has less to do with the idea that lions
are losing their fear of humans than it has
to do with our changing management practices and burgeoning human population."
Compared with lion attacks, in fact,
threats from other animal s and other hazards are far more serious. Deer, bees,
goats, and even jellyfish account for many
more human fatalities than do mountain
lions. For every person killed by a lion,
1,2 00 are struck by Iightning and I , I 00 are
killed in hunting accidents.
The assumption underlying the trophy
hunters' position is that the lion population
will increase significantly in the absence of
significant hunting pressure, but that is not
the case. Mountain lions evolved largely
without other animals preying upon them.
Dr. Hornocker observes, "We proved that
mountain lions will never overrun the
countryside. These animals are very tenitorial and limit their own numbers. The
size of a mountain lion's territory is determined by food supply. Only so many cats
can live in a given area ."
There is good reason to believe that
sport hunting may actually increase the
likelihood of a lion attack, because trophy
hunters tend to take adult males. Dr. Beier
notes, "My research has shown that attackers are most often yearlings (both sexes),
followed by adult femal es, with adult
males least inclined to attack." By selectively removing adult males from the population, the proportion of juveniles of either
sex in a population increases, boosting the
segment of the population most likely to be
involved in encounters with people.
All this information leads The HSUS to
conclude that the hunting lobby's arguments are groundless. We strongly oppose
trophy hunting of the animals, especially
with hounds. The HSUS will work diligently to defeat the March 26 referendum
in California and will fight efforts in Oregon to allow the use of hounds in hunting
mountain lions or bears.
Given that we have invaded and colonized a tremendous amount of the lions'
habitat, it should not surprise us that we
will sometimes come in conflict with
them. In general, we need to exhibit
18

A BEVY OF BALLOT MEASURES
Animal advocates have been frustrated in using traditional political avenues in
protecting wildlife. Many have turned to
the initiative process to effect change.
In 1996 a historic number of wildlife
initiatives are likely to appear on the ballots in various states. Here are the actions
we are following closely.
( ~ .\LIFOitNL\

Statewide referendum to establish a
trophy hunting season on mountain lions.
Signature requirements: None. The
California legislature and the governor
referred the issue to the ballot. Vote date:
3/26/96. HSUS position: Opposition.
Contact: California Wildlife Protection
Coalition, P.O. Box 1221 , Sacramento,
CA 95812, (916) 442-2853 .
COLOlt\J)O
Statewide initiative to ban cruel methods of trapping. Signature requirements: 54,000 registered voters between
2/96 and 8/5/96. Potential vote date:
11/5/96. HSUS position: Support. Contact: People Allied with Wildlife (Colorado PAW), P.O. Box 6691 , Denver, CO
80206, (303) 722-3966.
IIHIIO
Statewide initiative to ban any hunting
of black bears during spring and to ban
the hunting of bears with bait or hounds.
Signature requirements: 4 1,000 registered voters by 7/96. Signature gathering
in progress. Potential vote date: 11/5/96.
HSUS position: Support. Contact: Idaho
Coalition United for Bears, P.O. Box
1456, Boise, ID 93701-1456, (208) 3458259.
~1.\SS,\( :111 'SE'ITS

Statewide initiative to ban cruel methods of trapping, to ban the hounding of
black bears and bobcats, and to eliminate
the requirement that one must hold a
sporting license to sit on the Fisheries and
Wildlife Board. Signature requirements: 64,928 registered voters by
11/27/95. An additional 10,821 must be

greater tolerance. When a lion does attack
a person, The HSUS will continue to support the elimination of that individual animal. But the harmful action of an individual animal should not provide us with license to wreak vengeance on members of
the population who are not bothering or

gathered between 5/96 and 6/96. Potential vote date: 11 /5/96. HSUS position:
Support. Contact: Protect Pets and
Wildlife (ProPAW), 1050 Hancock St.,
Suite B-A, Quincy, MA 02169, (617)
773-7558.
~IICIIIG.\N

Statewide vote to ban the hunting of
black bears with bait or hounds. Signature requirements: 250,000 registered
voters by 7/96. Potential vote date:
1115/96. HSUS position: Support. Contact: Citizens United for Bears (CUB),
4990 North Wind Dr., Suite 215, East
Lansing, MI 48823, (517) 337-3040.

OHIO
Statewide initiative to ban the hunting
of mourning doves. Signature requirements: 110,000 registered voters by
12/20/95; an additional 110,000 after
4/96. Potential vote date: 11/5/96.
HSUS position: Support. Contact: Save
the Doves, P.O. Box 21834, Columbus,
OH 43221 , 1-800-868-DOVE.
ORE<:O~

Statewide initiative to repeal the voterapproved ban on bear baiting and hunting
bears or cougars with hounds and to provide exclusive authority to the Oregon
Fish and Wildlife Commission to establish laws governing hunting or trapping.
Signature requirements: 73,261 registered voters by 7/5/96. Potential vote
date: 11 /5/96. HSUS position: Opposition. Contact: Oregon Bear and Cougar
Coalition, P.O. Box 82776, Portland, OR
97282.

Statewide initiative to ban bear baiting
and the hound hunting of black bears,
cougars, and bobcats. Signature requirements: 181,667 registered voters between 2/96 and 7/96. Potential vote
date: 11/5/96. HSUS position: Support.
Contact: Washington Wildlife Alliance,
2319 N. 45th St., #203, Seattle, WA
98103 , (206) 633-3435.
D

harming anyone.
Mountain lions have been persecuted
long enough. It's time to recognize and respect their place in the environment.
•
Wayne Pacelle is HSVS vice president,
Government Affairs and Media.
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ENGLAND'S
PROTESTS

I
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t is .big business in the United King- ing, alerted her daughter, Brightl ingsea
dom (U.K.) to ship farm animals to resident" Maria Wilby, that a uostantial
continental Europe. In 1993 the United number of-sheep were to be sent to conti - ,
·Kingdom exported 2 million sheep and nental Europe via· Brightlingsea the fo lfive hundred thousand calves to Bel~ lowing week. Ms. Wilb had neYer been
gium, France, Portugal, the ·Netherlands, active in animal-transport issue pre\·iousand other destinations, according to Com- ly. "I acted before I thought, really;' she
passion in World Farming, an organiza- says. "I made handwritten. lener-sized
tion campaigning for an ..:nd to factory ·posters and put them around town aying.
farming, based in Hampshire County, if anyone was interested in a peaceful
England. ~Animals often endure lengthy demonstration- because a hipment of
journeys in cramped_ quarters, with . no sheep was coming through on January
food or water; humane treatment is the ex- 16-to please contact me."
ception, not the rule. Some animals are
Unbeknownst to her, Sue \\beeler. anslaughtered immediately upon arrival, . other Brightlingsea resident. had al o beothers are finished (fattened and , then guh alerting townspeople to the shipment's
slaughtered) in the importing country. imminent arrival. Ms. Wheeler. who are ·
More than a year ago, U.K. ferry compa- .for severely disabled people in the t0\\11_
nies, under intense public pressure, also was new to animal-transport -prm - .
pledged to stop shipping live animals until Ms. Wheeler and Ms. Wilby joined
ihe conditions . of long-distance . trans- forces.
portation improved. As protesters shut
Events moved quickly. :\1 . \\-Lib'"
down ports used by nonferry shippers, phoned the exp01ier, who initially \\
those shippers looked for
quite open about his plans.
other wharves, and in some
He invited her to ·
t the
instances, landing _strips, for THE PROTESTS
ship, which was fined for
two thousand sheep. ··conlive transport. The coal and HAVE MADE ·
ditions on the boat \\·ere tgrain ·wharf of the English POLITICIANS
ter than in the tru - _,. -he
seaside town of Bright·recalls. "But there were
liii.gsea-was one of these al- REALIZE THAT
ternate.sites.
·
some things that \\·ere ,~·or
"BRITISH PEOPLE
By the time the first live- THlNK THAT THE
rying. There \\·ere i.x pens
for ill animal . - o they
animal transport trucks
- rolled into Brightlingsea, EXPORT OF LIVE
wouldn 't be rrampl d by
life there had · changed FOOD ANIMALS IS . other an imals . I'd been
forever. News of the ship- MORALLY WRONG n ai_ve, thi nking that they'd
put down animal if th y
ments aroused townspeople . 'AND THAT THE.
to take direct action in a way
were ill. I realized th n
they had never dreamed of LAW . .. MUST
, they'd keep them aliYe ro get
previously. The subsequent "BE CHANGED." .
the extra money for shipping
protests p'ut pressure on
live animal ." · she added.
U.K. politicians and made
Meanwhile. .\1 . Wheeler
world news. They' also left two people . briefed a local tmvn council member on
'
dead.
the events about to unfold.
At the urging of 1 Is. \\"ilby and . fs.
T11e drama started with a simple phone
call. On January 11 , 1995, Joyce d'Silva, Wheeler, the town council-t6ok a \·ote on
director of Compassion in World Farm- the issue of transport through BrightHSU~ ~EWS
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Sheep and cows graze
serenely on a grassy
hill in the southwest
English country>Oide.
Shipping farm animals to continental
Europe is big business in the United
Kingdom.

volved some two hundred people each
----~-~ . day~m ainly retired people,

,.

she says. "Brightlingsea was a bit of a liberal backwater. After the protests, not one
Tqry [conservative] survived the local
elections. The council district has
changed totally to Labor. It has had a direct effect here."
Reverberations· from the Brightlingsea
protests can-be felt throughout the United
Kingdom .' The venerable Economist' magazine, in a· major article on the U.K.
demonstrations (August 19, 1995), noted:
·'To the surprise of the country 's political
elites, animal rights has errierged as
Britain 's closest thing tG a mass social
movement. . .' . Between complete indiffe rence on one side and radical compassion on the other there is nQ stable stopping point. That is why, although the debate happens to have broken out in the
ports of England, it could in principle
erupt anywhere. And that is why the
protests, once started, will persist."
Ms. Wheeler echoes those sentiments.
--r think all live-animal· transport should
be bmmed. There is no reason to treat animals like this." This issue, she explains,
'' has brought people closer together. This
isn't an isolated protest." Ms. Wheeler
thinks the media has "mostly given us a
fair shake," although she feel s it has· put
an emphasis on the violence that has ocuned. -Ms. Wilby, meanwhile, says that

homemakers. and others
not bound. to a fixed
work -chedule. Ms.
Wilby. \tls. Wheeler. and ot hers
haYe been arrested Se\·eral times
a nd charged \\'ith
Sue Wheeler (above) and
willful ol5 !rucMaria Wilby (right) urged
tion (for sitting or
their Brigh1[ingsea neighbors
walk ing in root of
·to protest the truckloads of
the trucks). The transslaughter-bound animals passing
port owner ha sued a
number of them.
throl•:Jh their town.
The townspeople 's support for the
lingsea. The council voted unanimously protest goes beyond local concern. In a reto try to stop the transport. . It called a cent, independent survey comrni -ioned
public meeting; twelve hundred of the by the town council, 71 per em of the
town's eighnhousand residents attended. townspeople said they oppo-e Ji\·e-animal
Brightlingsea Against Live Exports transport wherever it occurs. :\'inety-- Y (BALE) was born at that meeting, with en percent of those surveyed beli " that
Ms. Wheeler arid Ms, Wilby its co- , 'townspeople should be pemtitted m
protest the live animal trade-a r~mark 
founders.
When the moment arri,ved for the' f irst able v~ ew, considering the great di -mpBrightlingsea shipment to roll through tion to town activities from the prot
town, everyone was ready..The town has a the influx of police into the area . and the
long-standing truck curfew of 11 :00 p.m. world media coverage.
Ms. Wilby is convinced the pro - to 7:00 a.m. for any 'vehicle that weighs
more than 7.5 tons. There is only one · have already reshaped local politi _ --Esmain road. By 6:30 a.m. on January ·16, sex [County] is a very conserYatiYe ar a ...
two thousand people were gathered at the
road. "There were girl guides [scouts] <:nd
brownies, sdiool teachers and magistJ.·ates, ex-policemen, and the mayor and
the deputy mayor. t hey all peacefully
moved into the road," Ms. Wilby recounts.
One truck showed up to test the situation that· evening. Unable to proceed, it
turned back. A few days later, another
shipment of animals arrived in a fivetruck_convoy. One thousand townspeople
were on hand to meet it. Police in riot gear
"kept order" with truncheons drawn. As
the tmcks attempted to move forward, the
police advanced on the pr::>testers.. ~ 'They
pulled people by the hair and hit them
with truncheons. People were devastated,"
recalls Ms. Wilby. Mothers ,and children
were screaming and· crying. Some were
injured. " It was probably one of the worst
days of my life," she says. The police prevailed: the trucks rolled through. They
Marchers sympathetic to the Brightlingsea protesters fill the streets of nearcontinue to do so.
Since· then, a drama of silent vigil s, by Colchester. To the surprise of politicians, according to the Economist, t~e
marches, and sit-down protests has in- protests have reverberated throughout the United Kingdom.
HSUS NEWS • Winter 1996
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her biggest frustration "is convincing pe'ople from the outside that we really are
very nice people, and even those people
· who are activists are peaceful, gentle,
lovely people. It's very difficult, because
of media attention that wrongly emphasizes that it is people from the outside
coming in and taking over. Ninety-nin~
percent of the people are local."
The E conomist went so far as to pre~
diet that, as protesters focus on inhumane
animal practices, they wi ll question government policy as a whole. "But if the law
permits outrages," the Econ01ilist writes,
"can it claim moral legitimacy? And if. the
police protect atrocities, are they not complicit? Thus pro-animal soon becomes anti-government" (© 1995 the Economist). ·
Eighty-five percent , of those polled in
Brightlingsea said the protests had made
relations with the police bad. Fifty-nine
percent said they had made them question
the judgment of the police. >ixty-five percent said they had made them question the
government.
.
In February tragedy struck. Jill Phipps,
a young mother, accidentally slipped and
was crushed under a transport truck's
wheels as she was protesting. "It is very
difficult to talk about it," says Ms. Wilby.
''Everyone on the demonstration witnessed 'her death." Another victim, according to Ms . Wilby, was retiree Derrick
Day, )¥ho was being sued by the transport
company for hi protests. He recently col'lapsed and died after a court appearance.
Yet there have ~been small triumphs in
the fight to make it too costly for shippers
to transport live animals. Originally the
truckers had planned to pass through
Brightlingsea daily. ow trucks may not
enter the tovm on weekends or holidays.
They must also move in police-escorted
convoys of at least four trucks. The U.K.
Ministry of Agriculture has even appointed two veterinarians and an animal-welfare officer to monitor shipments.
More work lies ahead. As the BALE
newsletter puts it: "The fact that thousands of local people in a small town have
n October 1995 I traveled to India on a
been 'ready to protest in a determined but
fact-finding mission for HSI. I was not
prepared for the overwhelming animal
peaceful way ,has forced politicians to realize that British people think that the exsuff@ring I encountered throrghout the
countryside and on the teeming city
port of live food animals is morally wrong
.and that the' law that allows this must be streets.
The relentless · 'vehicular traffic
changed."- Betsy Dribben, Esq. , director,
maimed and killed stre~t dogs, cows, and
HSI (Europe)

QHSIINDIA

,

A WORLD ·Of
SUFFERING

I
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calves, who wandered freely. Iylany of the
fallen animals were left on the streets to
die because there were not enough trucks
to pick them up. Those who·were coilected were often left to die withouU1dequate
veterinary care at animal shelters. Because of opposition to' slaughtering cattle
for meat, in many states it is illegal to kill
HSUS NEWS • Winter 1996

A bullock pulling a
gasoline cart competes with incessant
vehicular traffic in
the congested streets
of India. Inset: A
street pup suffering
from mange is rescued and treated.

former m1mster of environment and
forests and host of a bi-weekly TV prograll1 on animal-protection issues, any de_veloping country should have a fully operating animal shelter and emergency veterinary hospital in every municipality.
Witnessing the plight of free-roaming
street animals and beasts of burden in India is to give new meaning to the notion
of hell on Earth. There is no ignoring the
chaos and the overwhelming misery of
humanity and animals in the vast ocean of
suffering that is India, but every drop of
aid helps dilute the pain and anguish. Dog
neutering, or animaLbirth control (ABC),
Suff..ering, an animal shelter run by Aus- programs are working. There is a visible
tralian activist Christine Townend. On an decline in the numbers of diseased and
evening ride with Help in Suffering staff · starving puppies huddled around the
through slums and new housing ctevelop- garbage in many neighborhoods . The
·ments, I saw recently spayed dogs with ID ABC program, initiated by Ms. Gandhi, is
collars being returned to their home terri- spreading throughout India.
In Bangalore I met with founders of
tories and intact female dogs collected
skillfully for the same purpose with a lure Compassion Unlimited Plus Action, a prioffood. ·
·
vate animal-prote9tion organization that is
Although most dogs do not have improving animal-rescue and shelter ophomes, some people feed them scraps and erations. They have developed an ABC
keep them around for security. Street dogS\ program for the city and, in collaboration
are highly territorial: 'they bark at . with S. Abdul Rahman, D.VM., head of
strangers and drive other dogs away. For- the veterinary' college, . established a 24tunately, rabies vaccinations in India are hour ~mergency hospital at the college.
free, but improved veterinary services and Dr. Rahman requested our assistance in
practical veterinary training in basic developing an irmnunocontracepti><:e syssurgery and diagnostics are urgently need- tem for dogs. HSUS/HSI supports on-go.ed: According to Maneka Gandhi, India's ing effor~s to develop a safe and effective

any.cow or calf, even for humane reasons.
The inhumqne treatment of animals in
India is also in part due to a vernacular
perversion of the religious belief in reincarnation: when people do bad things,
they will be reborn as animals. If,animals
were once bad people,- the thinking goes,
then it is their karma, or fate , to suffer divine retribution for the sins of a past life.
Kindness shown to animals is 'often motivated not so much by concern for ai].im'}ls
. as for one's pwn future life; by doing good
deeds, one can atone for past sins and in
the next incarnation enjoy a higher level ~
of existence. Because of the belief that it
is wrong to interfere with another's karma, injured ahd ill animals are too often
ignored by passersby. The horrendous
suffering of animals in India is in total
contradiction with the nation's long-espoused doctrines of ahimsa (nonharming)
and compassion for all creatures. Even so,
India still shows more. compassion to animals than do some other countries.
Oxen lift. water from a well. India's poor-people and animals-are trapped
In Jaipur, Rajasthan, I visited Help in in a descending spiral of suffering a!ld despair.
HSUS NEWS • Winter 1996
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"The shame of India,"
long-distance cattle
drives take their toll
in misery and death.
Inset: Thousands of
cow shelters provide
refuge to abandoned
and nonproductive
cattle and buffalo,
but many need im-
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birth-control vaccine. We are coordinat. ing aiJ exchange of information on this
subject between Dr. Rahmau, and the researchers in the United States with whom
we are working.
ltidia has many internal conflicts, and
its- approach to animals is· no exception.
Jain and Hindu fundamentalists and some
animal rightists have blocked attempts
to moderni~e slaughterhouses on the
grounds that meat eating and the killing of
bovine species are i1nmoral and should be
prohibited. As ·a consequence, humane
·slaughter reforms are in political limbo,
while meat eating _by Christian, Muslim,
and other populations contintles. Livestock are often forced to walk several day-s
without · adequate food or water, from
states that prohibit slaughter to those that
do not. Most Indian vegetmians eat dairy
products, so- the slaughter of male off- .
spring and cows no longer economically
productive is necessary because there is
not enough land or feed for surpJus' non- .
milking animals- some 25 million cattle
arid buffalo ·and 100 miUion sheep· and
goats are ~laughtered each year· in India.
. The carnage is all the more abhorrent
because many Indian policy makers still
refuse to accept pn::slaughter sti.ui.ning.
Animals are ·handled roughly and abusiye- ·
ly and killed in full sight of other animals
waiting to -have their throats cut. Adequate
hygiene cannot be maintained so long as
animals are sl~tughtered, skinned, eviscerated, and butchered in direct contact with
their own blood and excrement on the
ground.· India sh<;mld establish in every
state several small, modern, hygienic
slaughterhouses that employ humane
slaughter -:techniques. Otherw'ise, the suffering of millions of cows, bull s, bullocks,
calves, and buffalo will continue unabated
and may well intensify if more slaughterhouses are closed.
. ] followed one cattle and buffalo route
from the state of Kamatak::t to the-state of
Kerala, where slaughter has not been outlawed. -close to a thousand animals were
herded, many tied by the neck in pairs o~:
trios, a common daily sight. Some had to
travel more than 200 miles, and most were
weak and emaciated. Several had collapsed, obviously dying or dead. Fallen
animals were kicked imd beaten, and if
they did ·not get up and continue the death
march after hot chili peppers were rubbed
HSUS NEWS • Winter 1996

Help in Suffering shelter st-aff in Jcipur return a street dog to her home territory after spaying her, part of a strategy to control the canine population.

into their eyes, they were later thro''TI iri o
a truck piled on top -of each other.
Much of what little meat j- on £b-.poor creatures is exported to a num r of
countries in the Persian Gul . _ lany of
the hides are of little comrner ial \alu

bioethics and animal welfare into the vetrina ry curriculum was unanimously acepted, and the role of veterinarians in animal protection was more clearly defined
by participants. The conference concluded with the recommendation that a postgraduate diploma course be establi shed in
etho log)' (animal behavior) and animal
,,·elfare for all .oflndia 's thirty-one veterinary colleges, with myself representing
HSU S and HSI on the curiicuJum ·development committee.
'
Because India has more people 'liv.ing
in abject poverty than does any other
ountry, both the animaLs and the poor are
linked in a descending spiral of_ suffering
have long been Ciiticized for \\<b-ring frt>d and despair. Animals used as beasts of
on nonproductive animal _a nd for in de- burden, for example, suffer because peoquate veterinary care. Step ar now mg ple cmmot afford to rest them when they
taken to improve shelters throu~ im- are sick or injured.
HSI pledges to become' more involved
proved veterinary care and _ o in rease
their income from the ale of manure. in addressing the suffering of animals in
milk from rehabilitated co,,·s. and '' 11- India. In addition to fostering cooperation
fed bull calves, who are old for draft in the area of immunocontraception, we
are working to complete a short documenwork.
Toward the end of my harro,,ing jour- tary film on the plight oflndia's dogs, catney, I traveled to Hissar in nonhem India tle, and other domestic animals. HSI lias
- for the National Veterinary Edu arion also committed 1996 budget funds to help
'Symposium. The sympo ium gaq~ me. as develop a veterinary bioet_hics curriculum
chief guest, the opportuniry to pr - nr the fo r all veterinary schools in India.;
- ,\llichael W. Fox, D.Sc. , Ph.D. , B. Vet.
principles of veterinary bioethi - again
the backdrop of my recenr ex erien e· in Med., MR.C. VS. , vice president~ Bioethir;s
the field. The incorporation of ,·eterinary and Farm Animal Protection, HSI
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Wandering albatross
dance during courtship. The species, endangered in Australia, is the focus of a
recovery plan. Inset:
A turtle en"meshed in
a longline is one of
countless victims of
longlining.
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ALBATRO-SS
IMPERILED
very year thousands of magnificent wande.ring albatross and oth- ·
er seabirds die in Australian waters as they dive for bait attached
to hook and lines set to take
tuna, one of the most

E

prized commercial fish species. The birds
are caught by the throat or beak and .are
dragged down to a watery death. Many
others escape, only to die later from the
wounds they have received: ·
An estimated 44,000 albatross . are

killed annually due to this, fishing with
longline (a heavy fishing line that may be
several miles long and that has baited
hooks in series) by Japanese fishing fleets
in the southern oceilns. In 1994 in Australian waters alone, Japanese. tuna fishing
vessels set nearly . 14 million hooks,
killing 'an estimated 4,645 seabirds. In the
same period, Australia's domestic tuna. fishing industry set over 2 million hooks,
killing an estimated 2,108 birds.
These gruesome statistics take into account only those birds actually hauled
aboard fishing· vessels, · not those birds
who are tom from, the hooks and tossed
overboard. Factoring in this estimated
"undetected" kill of seabirds, Australian
scientists believe that the total number of
seabirds caught on longlines in Australian
waters in 1994 could be s ;700.
1
It is thought that 75 percent of the
seabirds killed are albatross. Australian
scientists have concluded, therefore, that
HSUS NEWS • Winter 1996 '

"the kill of albatross species in Australian
waters south of 30 degrees in 1994 (i.e. ,
approximately 6,50Q birds) may have
been 15 percent of the total number of albatross estimated to be killed on longlines
worlclwide" (Australian Nature Conservation Agency, Canberra, '1995).
This appalling carnage is being ad.dressed by Australian conservation agencies and Japanese and Australian domestic fishing industries. Work has been going on for more than a year on a national
strategy to mitigate the effects of longlining on seabirds. HSI (Australia) has been _
involved since early 1994 in an Austr~lian
government " by-catch" working group
tackling ·this critical issue . However, HSI
(Australia) believ'es that strong action of
the type requir ed to keep albatross safe
(for example, setting longlines at night
anq adding weights to fishing lines) could
never be achieved through purely voluntary means: strong government intervenHSUS NEWS •Winter 1996

The ESPA recognizes that all endangered
species have particular, and often wellknown; threats pushing them to the edge
of extinction and that the ,processes that
threaten them must be reduced or elimi'
J1ated altogether.
The HSI' (Australia) proposal was a
controversial one, vigorously opposed by
the fishing industry and by the -federal ·
fisheries bureaucracies. However, in July
1995 the-federal minister for the environment, Sen. John Faulkner,. signed into national ·law full protection for the wandering albap-oss, now critically endangered,
arid listed longline fishing· as the maj or
threat to the wandering albatross, eight
other albatross species,; and five other imperiled seabird species.
The Australiim government must now protect the
wandering albatross and
develop a recovery plan for
its survival. But it must also
instruct the Japanese and
Australian longline fishing
fleets to take specific ac- ,
tion that will avoid the
killing of this and other
seabirds. J:he government
is obliged to act~ and the
fishing fleets must comply.
A national tfueat-abatement plan must be devel~
oped.
This is the first time that
a damaging fisheries operation has been officially
listed as a threat to wildlife
under any environmental
legislation jn the world.
HSI (Australia) intends to
follow this success . with a '
number of other marine-related actions, including the
proposed listing and regulation of prawn trawling (a
threat to several marine turtle species).
and nominations for a ·nwnber of other al batross species that deserve specific legislative protection. lt should not b~ forgotten that the target species oflongline fishing activities, the southern bluefm tuna. ·also imperiled, and. HSI (Australia) intends to take what action it can to , o th~
continued exploitation of this magnifi
marine animai.-Michael Kennedy. director, HSI (Australia)
\~

tion is needed. ·
To this end HS1 (Australia) made application -to the Australian governmeht in
early 1994 to list the wandering albatross
as imperiled under the Endangered
Species Protection Act of 1992 (ESPA) .
Also, under a unique and progressive provision of this legislation, HSI (Australia)
proposed that longline fishing be listed as
a key threatening process· to the wandermg albatross and other seabird . species.
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Come on exclusive HSUS ecotour adventures to memorable
•
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destinations around the globe. Discover how indigenous peoples are
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protecting the animals with whom they share the land and e>..'Perience the sights and sounds of exotic terrain abundant with wildlife.
Visit with people dedicated to animal protection in the region.
Witness the work oflocal wildlife experts, as they share with yo u
the details of their daily mission of helping animals.
HSUS ecotours are led by top-flight tour guides accompanied by
HSUS representatives from the United States. Professional tour
organizers arrange in advance for you to stay in some of the best accommodations
at each location.
By participating in one of our ecotours, you help The HSUS support wildlife protection proj ects at locations such as those on the "Journeys" itineraries.

MA~L~ W
-it ~~~o : ~tNYAAND IANlANIA
Experience a wildlife adventure and stay in tented
camps. Meet with elephant e>..')Jert Cynthia Moss,
anti-poaching spokesman Esmond Bradley-Martin,
Ph.D., and wildlife advocate Sandy Price. Visit
Nairobi, the Masai Mara, and Amboseli National
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Park in Kenya and Ngoro ngoro Crater and Serengeti National Park in Tanzania.
Price from Ne\\· York, $5 ,495.

E:-c'Plore Kenya's finest reserves, accompanied by expe rt local guides at one of the
best times of tl1e year for viewing African wildlife. Experience tl1e ad\enture from
comfortable tented camps and visit nevv animal-protection
projects. Price from New York, $3,495.

See orangutans and proboscis monkeys in the world's oldJ,

est rain forest as you journey by boat, bus, and plane. The
tour features an extension to Sarawak to stay in an autl1entic Iban longhouse, a true adventure into exotic cultures
and wildlife areas. Price from Los Angeles, $3,55 0.
For more information call The HSUS "Journeys" desk at 1-800-223-6078, ext.

314, or (212) 765-4870, ext. 314.
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Banquete1:s din~.L~fl: The HSUS's :Paul G.
Irwin hosts eve.nts,including the Cetacean .
CeJebmtion. Seattle International Coffee
Company (1-800~57 4-6158) donated coffee:
one doHar per poundof some of its blends
goes to the Free Willy Foundation.

TilE 111\M\Nii SOCIETY
OF TilE liNlTEII S'IWI'ES

HSUS Chief Executive
John A. Hoyt (right)
presents a cotmnemorative photo to former chairman K.
William Wiseman
and Mrs. Wiseman
at the membership
meeting. Left: Present
chairman 0. J.
Ramsey awards the
Krutch medal to
David C. Phillips.

Mr. Hoyt shows -'lr.
Ramsey, The H r ·s
Patricia A. F orkan.
and banqueters a
painting given to
Mark D. Colley, Esq ..
for his work on behalf of wildlife, as
(standing, from left)
The. HSUS's John W.
Grandy, Ph.D., artist
Richard Ellis, and
the honoree look on.
Below: Conferees
examine art wot·ks
during the silent
auction.

Mr. Hoyt and Ms. Forkan greet forum panelists
Ken Balcomh (second from left), director of the
Center for Whale Research, and Paul Spong,
Ph.D., director of British Columbia's Orcalab.

L eft: Panelists Eiji and
Sakae Fujiwara discuss
the status of captive
marine manmmls in
]apan. Right: Dorothy
Weller of The HSUS's
National Association
for Humane and Environmcntal Education
presents the division's
book award to publisher Bob Tyrrell.
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less individuals across
the country surrender
their cats to animal shelters because the cats
stop using their litter
boxes. The decision to
give up the beloved feline family member
is often made with a heavy heart, and only
after cleaning up a urine-stained carpet for
what seems the one hundredth time, spending money on odor removers and stain
cleaners, and apologizing to house guests
for the acrid odor lingering in the air. Anyone whose cat has ever had a litter box

mishap knows how frustrating such accidents can be. What many people do not
know, however, is that their cats are trying
to send them a message, using the litter
box as a letter box. The key to solving litter
box problems is deciphering this message.
If your cat is using the living room rug
as a bathroom, most expetis agree,
the key to correcting the probl em
is to seek help from an animalcare professional before you are
overwhelmed by frustration. Instead of waiting until the rug is
so soiled that it has to be
thrown away, take each acci-

dent as a serious message with a serious
meaning. Part of deciphering the message
means becoming an expert detective. After
medical conditions have been ruled out
(cats who are avoiding the litter box should
be examined by a veterinarian as soon as
possible), work with your cat in a loving
but consistent manner. By addressing the
situation immediately, before unacceptable patterns are set,
you stand a good
chance of getting your
cat back on track.
Most cats require
some training to learn ap-

BY .JA~""ET HOR."'-~ICII

THE LITTER BO
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propriate behavior. According to
~
with litter box problems. "As a behav ior consultant, I deal
Rachel Lamb, HSUS director for
'\. - - Companion Animal Care, once
with a variety of
yo u recognize that inappropriate
behav ior problems ,
elimination is a problem that
but ho use so iling is
the mo st common ,"
usually can be addressed by
training and behavior modifisays Wayne Hunthaucation, you are much more
se n, D.VM ., a veterinarian m pnvate practtce.
likely to seek the help you need.
What causes litter box
You should seek advice as soon as possible. You can also take some comfort in problems? What are our cats tryknowing you are not alone. Cats share ing to tell us? "A eat's reasons for
more than 29 million homes in the United eliminating outside of the litter
States. It's probably safe to assume that box are as varied as his imagimore than a few cat owners are dealing nation wi ll allow," notes Dr.

I

Hunthausen. While this may confirm your
belief that your cat is a complex creature, it
is small consolation if your house smells
like a litter box.
The f irst step in learning the cause of
yo ur eat's problem is to determine if anything has changed in your eat's routine, behavior, or environment. Cats, like many
domestic animals, are creatures of habi t.
Even a small change in routine can upset a
eat's psychological equilibrium and, consequently, cause a Jitter box accident. A
change in litter brands. for example, may derail a at
with a pre' iously p~r-

- ~~1

AS LETTER BOX
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EACH SITUATION
IS UNIQUE AND

MAY REQUIRE CREATIVE TACTICS. IF
ANY STRATEGY
FAILS, YOU MAY
BE OVERLOOKING
AN IMPORTANT
ASPECT OF THE
PROBLEM.
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feet litter box record. Even seeing another
cat outside the house can cause anxiety and
trigger an accident.
Successful sleuthing should be a family
affair. Others may have their own thoughts
as to why the family cat is having a crisis
and may have noticed something that you
have overlooked. Remember that by working as a family, you are helping another
family member in distress (see sidebar).
A common cause of litter box accidents
is a surge of hormones in the unneutered or
unspayed cat. Spaying or neutering not only eliminates the possibility of unwanted
kittens, it typically improves the long-term
health of your cat and also controls spraying, or marking territory. An atiicle appearing in Veterinary Medicine magazine
reported that surgical sterilization can
curb spraying behavior in 90 percent of
unneutered male cats and 95 percent of
unspayed female cats. Cats who spray
usually stand erect in front of a wall or
other vertical object, holding their tails
straight up . Then, giving their tails a slight
twitch, they suddenly urinate. The urine
tends to have a strong, foul odor caused, in
part, by hormones.
Spraying should not be confused with
inappropriate elimination due to stress or
medical problems. A cat who is sick or under stress will simply eliminate on the floor
or another horizontal surface.
You should speak with your
veterinarian as soon as any
elimination problems occur.
Many people have inadvertently put a eat's life in
jeopardy by attempting to
correct a behavior that
was not properly recognized as a symptom of a serious medical condition. Beware of excessive water intake, straining when eliminating, or blood in the urine. These may
signal illnesses such as urinary tract blockages, diabetes, or kidney failure. With
proper veterinary treatment, many cats suffering from such ailments return to their
previously fastidious habits .
Another common cause of litter box
mishaps is a dirty litter box. Fastidious by
nature and particular in their litter box
needs, cats have varying standards of
cleanliness. It 's up to you to determine just
what your eat's standards are. Responsible
cat care requires, among other things, that

you remove waste from the litter box daily
and change the litter often, typically at least
once a week if the litter box is fi ll ed to a
depth of three or more inches. Once every
other day may be necessary if you use litter
one inch or less in depth .
If you do not use disposable plastic litter
box liners, or if your plastic liners leak, you
should wash the litter box with warm,
soapy water at each changing. Do not use
ammonia or products containing ammonia
since ammonia smells like urine to some
cats and can itself trigger accidents. If you
have more than one cat, it is sometimes advisable to have a separate litter box for each
one in order to prevent territorial disputes
and, consequently, problem behavior. Many
cats have particular preferences regarding
the brand of litter, the type of litter, the size
of the litter box, or the liners used (some
cats do not like liners).
For many cat owners, improved litter
box cleanliness may be the solution. But
what if the litter box is as clean as can be
and there are still accidents? At this point,
you may want to consult an animal behaviori st to devise a strategy specifically tailored for the situation. Your veterinarian
can give you a referral. Think of an animal
behaviorist as the translator who wi ll help
you decode the message that is being sent
by your errant cat.
Three steps should be incorporated into
any plan of action you take to correct your
eat's behavior: (I) learn the cause of
the problem and remove it;
(2) retrain your cat to recognize the litter box as the
appropriate place to eliminate; and (3) prevent your cat
from returning to and reusing
formerly soiled areas in the
home until good habits are
reestablished. Because a nunlber of factors may be contributing to your
litter box problem, you will probably need
to break each one down into these three
steps until the problem is solved.
Review what has changed in your
home. Has the territory around the litter
box been "invaded" by house guests, children playing, or contractors painting, wallpapering, or otherwise disturbing the litter
box area? Until you can correct the invasion problem, consider moving the litter
box closer to the principal alternate place
where your cat eliminates. Since such a
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move could reinforce the
problem area as an appropriate elimination
site, return the litter box
to its preferred place as
soon as possible.
If moving the litter box to the problem area does not work or is
not feasible, then try keeping your cat
and the Jitter box in a smaller area that can
be cleaned easily until the use of the box
has become a habit. A bathroom, kitchen,
or laundry room can house the cat, Jitter
box, food, and water. While this approach
may seem drastic- you may want to prepare
yourself for some hard-to-resist pleading
and for attempted escapes- it can solve the
elimination problem. The cat should only
be allowed outside the area of confinement
when supervised.
While your cat is confined, areas previously soiled should be cleaned thoroughly.
Masking the odor with perfumes won 't do
the job. A nun1ber of commercial products
eliminate stains and odors. Check your pet

supply store or ask your local shelter personnel or veterina~ian for a recommendation. Other cat owners
may know of products that
work well. After cleaning, place
objects such as a plastic cover, tin
foil, cat bedding, or toys directly
on the area to discourage your cat
from viewing the spot as an appro' priate litter box substitute. As soon
as your cat is using the litter box
again, be sure to be generous with your
praise every time proper procedure is followed. Cats thrive on praise and attention.
If any particular strategy fail s, you may
be overlooking an important aspect of the
problem. Continue to ask for help and try
new approaches. We may never be able to
speak our eat's language, but we can learn
to communicate with our pets by better understanding the messages they are sending.
Anyone who has ever lived with cats
knows how much they have to say.
•
Janet Hornreich is HSUS associate, Companion Animal Care.

CHANCES ARE
THAT ONCE THE
LITTER BOX PUZZLE IS UNLOCKED,
YOUR CAT'S BEHAVIOR WILL BE
MORE UNDERSTANDABLE AND
PREDICTABLE.

DECODING THE MESSAGE
eciphering the message your cat
is sending is a little like playing
"twenty questions." Writing
down a list of characteristics about your
eat's litter box problem can help you and
an animal behaviorist or veterinarian determine the source of your eat's problem.
Your list should answer the following
questions:
• Has your cat been spayed or neutered?
• When did the behavior start?
• How frequently does it occur?
• Where in your home does your cat eliminate?
• Has your household routine changed in
any way, large or small?
• Have you switched your eat's food, litter, litter box location, or type/size of litter box (or litter box liners)?
• How often is the litter box cleaned and
changed? Have you changed the way in
which you clean the box or the products
that you use?
• Has another cat or family member/guest
been added to the household? Have fami-

D
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ly dynamics changed the stress level of
the household?
• How old is your cat? When was the last
time your cat was examined by a veterinarian? A number of health problems
could result in litter box problems.
• Is your cat currently receiving treatment
for a medical condition?
• Is your cat urinating and defecating outside of the box?
• Are you seeing signs of discomfort
when your cat eliminates?
• Does your cat eliminate "secretly" or in
front of you?
The answers to these questions will
help you decode the message being sent
by your cat. Some messages may be
clearer than others, but don't let the problem worsen. Seek professional help. Try
and try again. Rest assured that others
have gone through similar problems, felt
the same frustrations, and managed to
keep their cats as cherished members of
the family, usually by correcting the
problem.
0
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NE OF THE MOST

BY MARC PAULHUS

commonly prescribed drugs in
America is Premarin®, used for
estrogen replacement therapy by an estimated 9
million American women. Manufactured by the pharmaceutical
giant Wyeth-Ayerst Laboratories,
Premarin has been on the market
for more than five decades and reportedly has a 75 percent worldwide market share among all estrogen replacement therapy drugs. It
is prescribed to alleviate hot flashes
and other menopausal symptoms,
and it is also taken by women who
have had a hysterectomy. Postmenopausal women may take the

To obtain the raw material for
Premarin, Wyeth-Ayerst has exclusive contracts with some five hundred managers of pregnant mare
urine (PMU) farms. Most of these
facilities are located in the Canadian
provinces of Alberta, Manitoba, and
Saskatchewan, but about thirty can
be found in North Dakota. As millions of women from the baby boom
generation enter menopause, the demand for estrogen replacement
drugs is expected to increase dramatically and the number of PMU
farms will grow in proportion.
A spokesperson for a PMU industry group euphemistically
known as the North American
Equine Ranching Information
Council admits that some 50,000

A BITTER PILL
drug for the remainder of their lives
in order to prevent heart disease,
decrease bone loss, maintain skin
elasticity, and improve sexual function. Much has been written in the
medical journals and in the popular
press about the benefits and risks
associated with Premarin and other
estrogen replacement drugs. What
is less well known is the devastating impact that Premarin has on the
lives of many thousands of horses.
As its name indicates, Premarin
is produced from pregnant mares '
urine. It is the only estrogen replacement drug that is derived from
animals. Newer and comparably effective estrogen substitutes are extracted from plant materials, notably soybeans and Mexican yams,
or are synthesized artificially in the
laboratory. Plant-derived and synthetic estrogens have been tested
on laboratory animals, but they differ from Premarin in one important
way: they do not require the continuing exploitation of animals.
36

mares are used in the production of
Premarin. Animal-protection groups
challenge this figure, asserting that
the actual number may exceed
75,000. What is undisputed is that
each PMU farm keeps from several
dozen to a few hundred mares "on
line," and many also maintain a
substantial number of replacement
mares and breeding stallions. The
mares must be kept pregnant in order to produce estrogen-rich urine,
and approximately 90 percent of
them deliver live foals each year.
The total number of mares, replacement mares, stallions, and foals affected by the PMU industry is
greater than 100,000 per year.
The care that horses receive on
PMU farms is not controlled by
specific laws or government regulations. Instead, under the terms of
their contract with Wyeth-Ayerst,
the farm managers are subject to a
corporate code of practices developed in consultation with a committee of agricultural officials. The
HSUS NEWS • Winter 1996

A paint mare stands on
line in her narrow metal
stall. During several months
of near total immobility,
most PMU mares are only
rarely, if ever, taken out
of their urine·collection
harness and off line. Such
physical restriction is
completely unnatural for
the horse, a highly active,
athletic species.
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HSUS has carefully reviewed the code and
found it insufficient to protect the well-being of the mares and the thousands of foals
they produce. We have learned that even
this inadequate code has not been stri ngently followed. According to independent
reports, the pharmaceutical company employs its own inspectors who allow fa rm
managers considerable leeway regarding
some of the recommended practices.
The annual estrogen-production cycle
begins when the pregnant mares enter the
PMU collection barns in late September or
October. By then the mares are three or
four months into their eleven-month-long
pregnancies. They are placed in narrow,
individual stall s, tethered by short ropes or
chains, and fitted with flex ibl e harnesses
suspended from above. A rubber collection
cup is held in position beneath each mare 's
tail to catch the urine flow. Because the
tether and collection apparatus greatly restrict the mare's movement, she cannot turn
around within the stall nor take more than a
small step or two in any direction. If the restraining rope or chain is too short, as has
been observed, she may even be unable to
lie down comfortably.
During the several months of near total
immobility, most mares are rarely, if ever,
taken off line and out of the harnesses for
even a few brief hours of exercise. PMU
farm managers argue that Canadian winters can be exceptionally frigid and that
mares would rather be indoors. However,
managers could easily prov ide partially
sheltered paddocks where the mares could
occasionally walk, kick up their heels, and
socialize with each other. At the very least,
mares could be given regular access to an
interior enclosure that would allow them to
stretch their muscles and tendons and flex
their joints. Mares are denied exercise
probably because providing it would be inconvenient and time consuming- the fac ilities have too few laborers and many of the
horses are unaccustomed to handling.
PMU mares typ ically are not provided
with adequate bedding to cushion and insulate them from the cold, hard floor. Observers report that fanners consider bedding to be a needless expense. since mares
tend to kick it into the open aisles behind
the stall s. Most likely. bedding is also limited because it is bothersome to clean up
and dispose of. Inadequate bedding, however, discourages mares from ly ing down
to rest.
Another concern is the common practice of restricting the amo unt of water
available to the mares. The majority of
bam s have automatic watering systems
that dispense water only at timed intervals
and in small, measured amounts. An in-

spection report by a veterinarian with the
U.S . Department of Agriculture criticized
the drug company's water restriction policy
and cited evidence that it may be the cause
of an apparent increase in liver and kidney
disorders among PM U mares. According
to the World Society for the Protection of
Animals, which sent a representative to
more than thi rty PMU farms during the
winter of 1995 , " mares [in adjacent stalls]
sometimes fi ght and injure themselves as
they struggle at water di stribution times. If
horses were allowed to drink water whenever they were thi rsty, that would result in
greater shipping cost [of the urine to the
processing plants], because the horses
would urinate more and the hormone
wou ld be more diluted." PMU farm managers are compensated, on a sliding scale,
depending on the grade of urine produced,
which is detetmined by the concentration
of estrogen in it. The grading system seems
to provi de an economic incentive to restrict
water. Although the drug company flatl y
denies that water is withheld in order to
concentrate the urine, it offers no alternative explanation for the practice.
PMU mares exhibit an abnormally high
frequency of hoof and leg injuries. Sores
and lacerations on the lower legs seem to
be caused by the narrowness of the stalls
and the frequent use of tubular steel rails to
separate horses. If a mare lies down, she
can have great difficulty getting up again
without catching her legs in the open
spaces between rails. Aggressive mares
may injure themselves when trying to kick
adj acent horses. Such injuries could be
prevented if the stall s were wider and had
solid partiti ons. Other problems, such as
swollen joints and edema, may be related
to the lack of exercise or bedding or may be
indicative of dehydration .
A PMU mare remains in the collection
barn for approximately six months. By late
March or April when she is finally allowed
outside to graze, she is swollen and heavy
with the weight of her unborn foal. Within
a few weeks, she gives birth and is almost
immediately reimpregnated. Common
sense alone dictates that a mare be permitted at least a month or two to recuperate
from foaling, but the rigid timetable of the
industry outweighs sensible and humane
considerations. If a mare does not become
pregnant within a very short time, she cannot be returned to the collection barns. She
probably will be sent instead to the slaughterhouse.
Foals are allowed to re main with their
mothers only until they are three or four
months old. At that time the mares must resume their place in the production line.
The foals are merely by-products of the
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business. Perhaps a few of the female foals
will be raised on the farn1 as future PMU
mares, but most of the females, and virtually all of the males, are disposed of by midSeptember.
Because of the careless overbreeding of
horses throughout North America, the
prospect ofPMU foals finding good homes
is bleak. In recent years some PMU farm
managers have tri ed to improve the marketability of the foals by using registered
breeding stock. A few have succeeded.
Nevertheless, many foals are sent to open
feedlots to be fattened and eventually
slaughtered. The meat is exported to Asian
and European markets for human consumption . Some of the feedlot-rai sed foals
are even shipped live to Japan at great expense. The HSUS obtained documents under the U.S . Freedom of Information Act
showing that hundreds of PMU foals, classified as "feeder horses," are shipped from
feedlots in Canada to an export quarantine
station near Seattle. A number of independent sources confirm the horses are then
flown to specialty meat markets in Japan.
PMU mares are back in the barns by the
fall , and the cycle of deprivation begins all

over again. They are unable to run , they are
isolated from their young and from their
herd mates, they are denied the opportunity
to express the very nature of their highly
social , very athletic species. Instead, these
beautiful and noble creatures are forced to
become drug factories.
PMU horses and foals can be spared
lives of misery if women choose plant-derived or synthetic estrogen products instead
of Premarin. All of us can share information about PMU fatms and estrogen alternatives with the women in our lives- husbands with wives, children with mothers,
friends with fri ends. Women can discuss
their ethical concerns and expl ore treatment options with their physicians. Many
women forego estrogen replacement therapy entirely in favor of dietary changes and
exercise programs. Others prefer to use
synthetic estrogen creams or n·ansdermal
patches. Women do not have to choose between their hea lth and their consciences
when faced with the issue of hormone replacement.
•

Marc Paulhus is HSUS director, Equine
Protection.

WHAT WOMEN SHOULD KNOW
CHOOSING WHETHER TO BEGIN ESTROGEN

replacement therapy after menopause or
hysterectomy is one of the most important
decisions a woman will make in her life. It
is a complicated health-care issue, one in
which the benefits- the reduced chance of
heart disease and osteoporosis- must be
weighed against the risks- the possibly increased potential for developing breast
and/or endometrial cancer. It is vital that
women be informed and participate in
making this decision. Here are a few
questions that women should discuss with
their doctors when considering estrogen
replacement therapy:
• Why am I considering taking estrogen?
Am I trying to ease the unpleasant symptoms of hormone deficiency, or am I trying to minimize my risk of developing
heart disease or osteoporosis?
• If I am considering estrogen to mitigate
symptoms, what are these symptoms? If
my problem is limited to vaginal atrophy,
can I use an estrogen cream instead of
oral or transdermal estrogen so that lower
levels of estrogen enter my bloodstream?
• Would I prefer to take estrogen orally or
through a patch I wear on my skin?
• If I am considering estrogen replacement therapy to decrease my risk of developing heart disease, can I consider inHSUS NEWS • Winter 1996

stead other lifestyle changes, such as diet
and exercise, to decrease my risk?
• If I am at risk for osteoporosis, can I decrease my rate of bone loss through proper nutrition and exercise? Are there alternative therapies for reducing the effects
of osteoporosis?
• Ifl decide to take estrogen, what kind of
estrogen do I want to take? Do I want to
take animal-derived estrogens, such as
those found in Premarin, or do I want to
take plant-derived or synthetic estrogens
that are more simi Jar to human estrogens?
To protect your health, discuss your
concerns and treatment options with your
physician. If you determine that estrogen
replacement therapy is appropriate, a
plant-derived or synthetic drug offers an
ethical alternative to Premarin. For a detailed chart comparing all FDA-approved
estrogens, contact The HSUS, 2100 L St.,
NW, Washington, DC 20037.- Leslie
Gerstenfold, HSUS researcher, Tnvestigations
This checklist was prepared in consultation with David 0. Wiebers, MD. , Jennifer Leaning, M.D., S.MH., Ruth Barron, M.D., and Mary Helen Niemeyer,
MD., MPH. , FA.A.PP, physician members of and consultants to the HSUS Sci~
entific Advisory Council.

Tr~·ing

to lie down comfort·
ably in her narrow stall ,
a PJIU mare uses the short
chain tying her halter to
hold the weight of her head.
PMU mares exhibit an
abnormally high frequency
of leg injuries, many of
which seem to result from
the horses' efforts to lie
down and rise in stalls that
are too small.
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an organic . soil t6 capture the rain
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One hundred pmlncis of rich: hJ.!mus soil
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washing precious topsoil itlto our streams
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·
and ·rivers. ·
Bow ca~ we· show ,o ur respect for the
living soil? We can buy organically grown
food, teach.>our children about the .m icroscopic life of the soil, and study the int~r
dependence, interconn.ection, and value of
<;~llJife, large and small. '
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ning to grasp how astonishingly rich with
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and study the habitat and environmental
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.1974 bx.,the United Nations Environment
Programme as the "voice of the grass
roots.'' It now represents more than a
.thousand environmental groups.
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cleaner and m9re competitive." ·_ .)~
- -DOE has pledged ' teclillicaJ · support
_<;UJd ex.rertise in the design,~ili~dp1anage~.
~ent of thy SDRC; (ncludingpro,fessiona!
iiupport from -US.'' tiatiobal · laboJ~tories ,
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presi}lent Hobmt [Jardiner
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-world model that can be repli~ .
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ing the C<;tpacity hecessary .to sbate
. transfer tecqnology, dev:ei9p !Parkets, and provide expertise to achie\l,e the
goal of envirorirnentally sustainable devel-.
opment. TlieiESG .is .espepially;prmld M
be at the foi·efront of this effort to create
the Sustainabl¥ Development Resomce
Center in the new South Africa.".
People evecywh~re ·have a, stake in' the
new South Af!ica,·where President Nel:
son Mand~la is strivingto bu)ld a 'just and ·
democratic so9iety : from the a,shes ot
decades of apartheid. W,e need to provld~
demonstrable · proof that' true econoipjc
progress .is possible only if the naturalre'...
sources of the .country ate preserved and
used in an ehvir6nmentall~( 'stistaiitable
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h_e_ U.S. Agency for Intemation_a__I,·. cious· natural ·resources of South Aftica.
Development (U SAID), the U.S. Through -our '•support for this SDRC,
Department of Energy (DOE), USAID is proyiding tangible e idence of
the Intemational Executive Ser- · . its policy of inclusiveness, bringing new
.
vice Corps (IESC), ·wWf. voices into the ·equation and facil itating
(World Wide Fund for Nature) South_ links betw~en nongovemmental organizaAfrica, and EarthKind have agreed to pool tions in the U.S. and South Africa."
their resources to establish a Sustamabk·· USAID has corrunitted $300.000 to the
Develppment Resource Center (SDRq in establishment of the South African SDRC
South 'Africa. The commitment was made and
additional $50,000 to the initial de~
durjng a DOE trade mission to South sign phase:.
Africa, led by Secretary of Energy Hazel
~ Secretaty O ' Leary, who
O'Leary, in the summer of 1995. ·''
led th{( U.S. delegation in
· Larry Bym e, assistant administratOJ: South Africa, · .obfor USAID, atmounced that the SDRC served: "I consider
was a concrete example of "USAID's the· establisluitent
· commitment to environmentally sustajn~ of this center to be
able development, creating jobs and'pro: - one . of the fuile.moting growth while preserving the pre-" stones in ·achiev-
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D. VINTAGE NOTE CARDs

..
A. CAT LoVERS T -SHIRT
Show your love of cats by
w earing this pun·tfectly
designed shirt for The
HSUS. Made in the USA of
100% cotton. Printed on
back: "Animals .. .It's Their
World Too. " Natural .
M (38-40), L ( 42-44),
XL(46-48)

A

SR-628 $19.95
(Members $17.95)

I ,
B

B. DOG LoVERS
T-SHIRT
A delightful tribute to
our canine friends , this
exclusive tee is sure to
have everyone barking
with approval. Made in
the USA of 100% cotton.
Printed on back:
"Animals .. .It's Their
World Too ." Natural.
M (38-40), L ( 42-44) ,
XL (46-48)
SR-638 $19.95
(Members $17.95)

C. DOG MONTAGE UMBRELlA
The next time it rains cats and dogs,
you· ll be ready w ith this generously sized
:nnbrella. With its fanciful multi-dog p atte rn,
-- tmly a breed apart! 48" open. Burgtmdy.
-006 $25.95 (Members $22.95)
~-i

a m i/able: 15 "j "olding automatic u mbrella.
open. Black plastic handle.

0 16 $22.95 (Members $19.95)

CALL TOLL

1·800·486·2630
Mon.-Sat., Sam-midnight, Sun. 9am-10pm , EST

I

t

-1L.._

~-

Enjoy the third edition of 20 assorted
blank note cards and envelopes. Petfect for
any occasion, this set contains a mix of
contemporary and archival black-and-white
photography featuring the close bond
between people and animals. 5" x 7" .
SE-542 $18.95 (Members $16.95)

E.

WOLF SWEATSHIRT

F

You'll howl with delight over
this natural color wolf sweatshirt.
Made in the USA. 80% cotton/20%
poly. Also available as a T-shilt in
100% cotton. M (38-40); L ( 42-44);
XL(4&48)
4R-617 Sweatshirt
$36.95 (Members $32.95)
4R-607 T-Shirt
$19.95 (Members $17.95)

F. WOLVES IN YELLOWSTONE
Youngsters will be enchanted by
th e true adventures of wolves
who are reintroduced into
Yellowstone National Park.
The set includes a 32-page
h ardcover picture book,
a 10-minute audiocassette
narrated by Tom Chapin and
a wolf plush toy.
Item SF-318 Set $39.95
(Members $35.95)

3 Ways to Order

The HSUS Guarantee

1. By Phone: For the fastest service on credit card orders, call toll-free:
1-800 -486-2630, Monday thro ugh Saturday, 8 a.m . to midnight, Sunday
9 a.m . to 10 p .m. , EST. Please have yom completed order fonn and credit
card handy when calling.

The HSUS guarantees you complete satisfaction. lf for any reason m1 ite m
fails to meet your exp ectations, simply re rum it to us within 30 days of
receiving your order and we'll send you a full reftmd or exch~mge.
A substantial p ortion ofthe p1ice (on average about 15% of our
merchandise revenues) goes to support the <lllin1al protection programs
of The HSUS.

2. By Fax: For credit card orders, fill our the attached Order Form and
Fax to 1-800-525-5562

3. By Mail: Simply fill our the order form, clip and mail it to: The Humane
Society of the U.S., P.O . Box 4200, Kearneysville, WV 25430 . Make check
payable to The HSUS or provide complete credit card illformation.
Though your pmchases of these items w ill support The HSUS, d1ey are
not tax-deductible. However, yom membership and donations are taxdeductible to the fullest extent of the law.

Delivery of Your Order
All in-stock items are shipped widlin 48 hours via p arcel p ost or UPS. Ask
for illformation on tush delivery or intemational shipping. All items are not
always shipped together. Qum1tities of some items m1d colors are limited.

Orders welcomed until]ury 31, 1996.

FiJJ out order form , clip and mail to: The HSLS. P.O . Box 4 200, Keameysville , WV 25430

~IISJS Order Form.

The Humane Society of the United States

96WMN

Ordered by:

Item No.

Size

Color

Description

Qty.

1-800-486-2630
or Fax: 1-800-525-5562

P.O. Box 4200, Keameysville, WV 25430

Price Ea.

Total

Na1ne ___________________________________________________

Address_________________________________________________
0).0 . Box Ilo ldcrs- Pleasc includt street address)

City _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __

State ___ ___ Zip _ _ _ __

Daytime Telephone: '-------../ - ----------------------------On case we have a question ahour your order)

Ship to: (If different from above)

Subtotal

Name

Method of Payment (check one):

Address _________________________________________________

D Check to The HSUS enclosed in amount of_____ .

Sales Tax*

(P.O . Box Ho lders-Please i.ncJudc street address)

CitY -------------------------

State ______ Zip _ _ _ __

Ch<u·ge my:

Shipping & Handling Charges for each address. Please add the
foUowing amotmts for standard shipping based on subtotal of order:
Subtotal

Add

Up to $15.00 ..... ... ... .... .. ... .. 53.95
$15.01- $30.00
4. 95
$30.01- $50.00
. . .5 95

Subtotal

D MasterCard

0

VISA

Shipping & Handling

Rush Delivery
Contribution to
TheHSUS

Account Nu mber _________________________
Add

$50 01- $60.00
...... $6.95
$60.01- $75 .00
. .. 7.95
$75.01 and over .... .... ......... 8.95

Add S 10.00 for delivery o utside the USA. Ask for de tails on Rush delivery service.

D Money order enclosed in amo unt of ___________

TOTAL

Expiration Date ___________________________
-------=---~,-,---~---,--.,--,----- ' Residents of the following states should add
(Requiredfor credit card order)
sales tax: CA (7.25%) , C l' (6%) , FL (6%) ,
IL (6 .25%), MD (5%) , MO (6 .5%) , NJ (6%) ,
contribution of $10.00 or more entitles you OH (5%), TN (8.25%), TX (7%) , VT (5%) ,
wv (6%), Wash., D. C. (5.75%)
to a one-year membership in The HSUS.

Signature

A

.PAT

WHEN YOU ORDER HSUS CHECKS

OR

N8UTI!R

TOUR

P5TSI

10 1

90ur~"amt:
?Our Str;•,•r .::ttU ress ./S~-7890
?Our City, ~~trill' 121./5

E

YOUR FINA NCIAL
INSTIT UTI ON
PROTECT

MARINE

MAMMALSI

1 01

Your lJ{_ame.
?lmr S!mt ~difrt.<> -!56-t<l.'JO
Your Cily, State 123./5

~~
'------------------------~

$

YOUR FINANCIAL
INSTITUTION
ADOPT

FROM

AN

AN IMAL

SHI!L'I'.A I

~

----..·--·-·-------~

:JOur:i\i!lme
~(mr .5f:T{i'f .>:!J.Jrt.>~ .;."ti- 7~
~Yt~::r Cuy,

Statt 1.!.3./3

-.........
S
0n1er ot------------------------~

®Checks
are printed

- ----- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - ------'-"""'
'""'
"'-"'m;;,.

on recycled

~
'i!

YOUR FINANCIAL
INSTITUTION

paper

101

:four ?fflme
')Our 5trrrt 5tJartss 45D- .~&)(J
')'ourCity.Stau 123./!i

~~~·=-------------------~ s
YOUR FINANCIAL
INSTITUTIO N

FREE ELEGANT LETTERING

®Ill ifnuliul)

Qui[[

PROFESSIONAL

Sf',;fit
Graphic

B •t « slost·7oke

Satisfaction Guaranteed!
r

C}4u

SAVE LIVES.

c!/
H; US Checks help protect wildlife and
companion ani mals worldwide. Each order
~on tributes

to The Humane Society of the United
States' effo rts to speak fo r animals since they
~ an not speak fo r themselves.
Each check depicts an endearing creature with
J message to encourage humane behavior
each time you write a check.
HSUS Checks are printed on recycled paper with
regetable-based soy ink to help preserve our
envi ronment. They meet national standards for
quality and are guaranteed to work at your
:·mancial institution.
\\ hen you choose HSUS Checks there's nothi ng
:) lose- and a whole world to gain.

ORDERS INCLUDE:

• All four scenes
• Single or duplicate checks
• FREE Transaction register
• FREE Vinyl HSUS cover
• FREE Elegant Lettering

~WTOORDER
HSUS CHECKS:

0 Complete the attached order form.
0 Include an original REORDER FORM
or VOIDED CHECK from your existin g
supply (indicate any changes).
0 Include a DEPOSIT TICKET for
this account.
0 Include check or credit card PAYMENT
for your purchase. (Make checks payable
to Affinity Products).

0 Enclose all the above items in an
envelope and mail to:

USUS Checks
c/o Affinity Products
P.O. Box 59165
Minneapolis, MN 55459-0165

Name _____

_____________________

_

Day phone_c(___'__________________________
Start mv checks with # ___
0 Check enclosed

f'~l':~b ll'

_ _ (1\'ell

use 1001if not specified.)

Charge my account 0

to Affmity l' roduCLi

l iSA®

0 "'asterCard

Credit Card Accl: #- -- - - -- -- - - - - -- -- -- -- - - -Exp. Date_

_

Cardholder's Signature _______________

SELECT AN ELEGANT LEnERING STYLE:
0 PRO FESSIONAL

0 Qyi[[
0 9,;',0;

0 B ·7u slostwke

0 Graph ic

0 ®Ill ifnuliBI)

5380-77631

DUPLICATE CHECJtS

ONE-PART CHECKS

0
0

400 ($29.90 ) 2 boxes

0

600 ($44.85) 3 boxes

0
0

200 ($14.95) l box

150 (Sl6.9' ) I NX
300 (533.9\' : ""

C heck Subroral

Shipping &

H anJ!tn~

(add 5.9 5 r<:c

~

~

___ __ _

S _ _ _ _ __

·.;

~ PRIORITYtC::
MML ' : ' : - - -

20 percent of vour order goes to support HSLIS. Orders
shipped to address printed on check. unless o1he1wise
specified. Al low 3-4 weeks for de\ire1Y For ,·our protection.
we wil l accept written orders emir. \l'e rese1w the right not
to process incomplete orders. For more info rm ation. call
us toll -free at J-800-32- -712.l. - am to - pm Central l ime.
Ask for vour HSLIS Specialist.

:~::

T hank

~ou

jor

-<u_!:'~.-:-:--= ;-~

u·i th :-- our ord.a .

Yes! I want to "adopt" Keiko.

Please
each (plus $4.00 each for shipping and handling).
kits.* I am enclosing an additional contribution of$ _ _ __ _ _ _ __,
HSUS/FWF. I understand that this contribution is tax deductible to the ext·e nliiJIM,.t4•1l"
Method of Payment:

Account#

0

Check

0

VISA

0

MasterCard
Exp. Date

Signature
Name

Tel.# (day) (

Address
City

"State

Zip

All orders must be prepa id; checks payable to The HSUS/ FWF. Allowf4-6 weeks for delivery. Mail to:
Free Willy Foundation, c/ o The HSUS, 2100 L St., NW, Washington, DC 20037
• State soles tax: CA (7.2 5%), CT {6%), Fl {6%).. 1L (6.25%), M.D (5% ), MO (6.5%), NJ (6%), OH (5% ), TN (8.25%), TX (7% ), VT (5%), WV (6%), Wosh., D.C. (5. 75% )

Give the gift of freedom.

